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threatening Ardmore Forest see page 5. i : y
By
RONNORMAN
North Saanich residents continued to 
voice concern over pedestrian saftey, 
and especially the safety of children 
walking to school, at Monday night’s 
council meeting.
Council received three letters, in­
cluding two from parents auxilary 
groups, asking for improved road safety 
around area schools.
Deep Cove elementary parents’ 
auxilary told council pedestrian safety 
around the school is “inefficient” and 
assistance is “an urgent necessity”.
In a letter to council the auxilary 
wrote, “There arc a number of in-
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tersections within a close distance of the 
schoof with no safe crossings. Those 
intersections. Wain Road, Birexh Road, 
and Clayton at West Saanich Road, are 
all being used by small childrne.”
The auxilary contends the shoulders 
on each of the roads are not wide 
enough for children to walk or 
maneuver bicycles in traffic.
Deep Cove parents asked council for 
bike paths or curbed areas along the 
sides of the roads; crosswalks at in­
tersections near the school and to “carry 
Wain Road through”.
The auxilary also informed council it 
is in the process of setting up a school 
patrol with the aid of the local RCMP.
Spokeswoman Pat Green told 
council that there wasn’t'a school btis 
available in the .area and that cliildrcn 
had no choice but to use the routes 
described in the letter.
Wlien Mayor George Westwood 
suggested rerouting traffic to the Chalet, 
Mrs, Green responded that it would still 
not solve their problem, Children would 
still have to walk and ride along West 
Saanich Road,
The matter was eventually referred to 
committee.
That was also the fate of a second 
letter concerning pedestrian traffic in 
the Deep Cdvc elementary area from 
Christopher and .losephinc Doman, 934 
Hirch Road,
The Domans suggested council open 
Wain Road through into Deep Cove, 
“thereby provitiing a good road for 
emergency service,s and taking some of 
the traffic off Birch and Downey,”
As well, the Damans asked council to
install a four-way stop at Wain Road 
and West Saanich, to slow traffic 
through the school zone and provide a 
safer way for students to cross the road.
The Domans also asked for cycl6 foot 
paths and a physical barrier between 
motorists and pedestrians wherever 
possible.
Meanwhile, the parents’ auxilary 
from San.sbury-McTavish elementary 
told council they were concerned about 
the safety of children walking along 
McTavish Road to and from school.
“In our view, McTavish Road is not a 
.safe thoroughfare for our children,” 
wrote auxilary co-chairman Elaine 
Sigurdson in the letter.
“There are no sidewalks, the 
shoulders arc narrow and rough, and the 
motor vehicle traffic is heavy, con­
stituting a danger to our children.”
The auxilary requested council 
con.strucf a sidewalk along McTavish 
from East Saanich Rond to Creswcll 
Road; reduce the speed limit from 70 
kph to 50 kph along McTavish Road; 
install n nashing amber light at the 
crosswalk in front of the school; and 
paint a pedestrian cro.sswalk at the 
intersection of East Saanich and 
McTavish Ronds.
Aid. Edgar Farthing questioned 
whether some action toward a crosswalk 
had not been taken, and was told by Leo 
dcii Boer, director of engineering, that a 
contract had been under taken for ihe 
crosswalk in the summer, but couldn't 
be completed because of the condition 
ofthc intersection.
This letter was also referred to 
committee.
By RON NORMAN
North Saanich residents are faced 
with an almost completely new council 
following Saturday’s municipal election, 
when the largest turnout in North 
Saanich history — close to 56 per cent of 
the registered voters — elected four new 
aldermen and a new mayor.
In the mayoralty race, long-time 
alderman Eric Sherwood pulled a 
stunning upset, downing incumbent 
George Westwood — who had been in 
office only one term.
Former alderman Owen Philp ran a 
distant third.
It was Sherwood’s first run at the 
mayor’s chair, though he made an 
unsuccessful bid for the Sidney mayor’s 
seat a few years ago.
Meanwhile, on the aldermanic scene 
newcomer and virtual unknown Alan 
Cornford topped the poll with 1,402 
votes — the only alderman to reach the 
1,400 plateau.
Closest candidate to Cornford was a 
former mayor and long-time council 
member, Jim Gumming, with 1,359 
votes — 43 back of the leader.
He was followed by another 
newcomer, Harold Parrott, who made a 
good showing in his inaugural run with 
1,345 votes;
Dermid Bingham placed fourth with 
1,267, while incumbent Edgar Farthing 
held his own with 1,226 votes. Julien 
Rangel grabbed the last aldermanic 
position with 1,182 — nearly 200 more 
than seventh place Ron Ulmer and 270 
more than Jacquie Wilson.
vin ail, 1,8514-ivbters turned out — 
about 200, rnqre than the last election in 
Kwhich a rnaypr’s seat. was contested. 
That wa|S two years ago when a record; 
56.8 per cent turned but.
.^Results of both the mayoral and 
! aldermanic" races remained much the 
same from the outset.
Sherwood took an early 46-vote lead, 
over Westwood on the first posting, 
with 238 votes to 182 for Westxvood. 
Philp held down third spot with 127 
votes on the first tally.
Sherwood then confirmed his lead 
and the victory on the second posting 
which showed him stretching the early 
lead to 120 votes over the second place 
Westwood: 546 votes to 426. Philp 
remained in la.st place with 303 votes.
Just after this posting, Westwood 
conceded it was apparent he had lost. 
Sherwood agreed, commenting, “It’s 
hard to make up more than 100 votes at 
this stage.”
Both proved right as the final tally 
came in about 9:45 p.m. and revealed 
Sherwood the clear winner with 758 
votes to Westwood’s 646 and Philp’s 
433.
The aldermanic race took much the 




;. .waiting for count
relegated to the last two spots from the 
opening, and finishing there.
Sherwood, obviously overjoyed with . 
the victory, said he never really expected 
to win, though he thought the race was 
going to be close.
However, his wife, Ann, took another 
view. “I always thought he would win.
He’s worked so hard and he’s deserved 
to win,” she said.
Sherwood added, “This is something . 
of an upset you know, because it is hard 
to defeat the incumbent — especially 
after only two years in office. ”
The new mayor said he thought the 
large turnout helped him at the polls. He 
said he thought he received support 
“from all over the municipality” and 
from no one area in particular.
Two things that didn’t hurt him, 
which he said might have, were his 
association with the NDP and his un­
successful bid for Sidney mayor.
“I think people have smartened up a 
lot,” said Sherwood. He said they no 
longer immediately tag him as NDP and 
leave it at that.
As well, “I thought my running for 
mayor of Sidney may have been held 
against me, but it seems it wasn’t,” he 
said.' , . c- ' V-
“Now I’ll be able to enter the eighth 
race at Sandown,” he joked—^ ob­
viously referring to Westwood’s 
comment during the campaign that 
Sherwood had run for so many political 
positions, he wouldn’t be surprised to 
see hjm run for the eighth race at 
Sandown.
With Tthe election behind him,; / - 
Sherwood said he must begin thinking / T 
oTcouncil business, such as who will sit 
on what committees.
He also said he would ask council to 
appoint someone other than himself asJ ^ 
regional director.., ,
Meanwhile, Westwood, who was 
visibly upset by his defeat, said he in­
tends to “take a few weeks off and'then i 
decide frbm there.” He said it was hard T 
to say what \ future he will have in 
-politics. -L,:'-'-'X:;
But he did say that the campaign was 
both“hard” and “unsavory”, and one 
in which he was misrepresented by his 
opponents.
Westwood supporters at the 
municipal hall on election night said he 
had been the subject of character 
assassination during the campaign.
Westwood had been publicly opposed 
in his bid for re-election by all six 
aldermen. Included in the campaign 
against Westwood were paid ad­
vertisements in The Review taken out by 
opposition aldermen stating why they 
could not support Westwood.
There are two theories on the effect of 
O.B. Philp’s candidacy. One is that
Continued on Page 2
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The problem of .stinking, raw sewage 
running into Aubrey Creek when the 
Brentwood Bay pumping station 
overflows, will be corrected. Central 
Saanich aldermen decided Monday 
night.
Engineer, Bob Smith, 948 Peggy Ann 
Crc.sccnt, who recently complained of 
the odious health hazard both to (he 
municipal council and to the provincial 
pollution control board, appeared at a 
recent sevver committee meeting of the 
municipal council.
Committee members contended the 
sewage overflow from the Hagan 
Station occurred only during power 
failures when the pump,s were not 
functioning but Smith indicated this was
not the case. Anything which disturbed 
the station pumping system caused the 
sewage to flow through the creek, he 
said.
Municipal staffer Gary Rogers, in­
sisted the problems usually occurred 
during power failures and suggested 
installation of three independent diesel 
generators, at a cost of about 
$122,400, would .solve the problem.
Rogers was authorized to dlscim the 
matter with the Capital Regional 
District engineering staff.
Smith also noted, that the banks of 
the creek, conslsilng of heavy, clay, 
could become unstttblo in heavy rains 
and urged that concrete retaining walls 
be built.
A motion was .passed that an 
“amount” of money be placed in the 
preliminary sewer utility budget for 1980 
to cover capital cost,s needed to solve the 
sewer overflow problem. The $122,400 
figure was not valid. Aid, Frank Waring 
pointed out.
“It could be out by a country miles,” 
he said. But.,, the problem will be taken 
carcof. ''.T,
At the same meeting a resolution was 
passed to notify the Capital Regional 
District the; immlclpallty is willing to 
spend up to $5,000 to have tiic district 
engineering staff complete a study bn 
the matter of sewage outfalls in the 
Brentwood area.
Sidney council may have a small voice 
but it’s a loud voice, Aid. Ross Martin 
said Monday night,
The item on the agenda at Sidney 
council',s committee of the whole 
meeting was airport management and a 
report recommending Victoria Inter­
national Airport be administered by 
local authorities.
The committee was more than ,3 little 
hesitant to give its approv.al to shift 
responsibilities for day-to-dny 
operation of the airport from the federal 




Mayor Norma Scaley said “other 
municlpnliiies seemed 10 he in favor”.
Town admini.siiaiof Geoff Logan said 
a I'ransport Canada [ask fpice which 
mcl in Vicloria Oct, 16 to get feedback 
from the business cominttnitv and 
municipal ol licinis on the idea “want us 
to signify iipprova! as soon as pos.siblc 
SO they can make a presentation to the 
federal governmerif hy the end of the 
year.”
A niuiion by Marlin that the task 
force he reqitesied to provide council
with more data was unanimously
“Tell them we cannot approve It tjulll 
then,” Ross said. “I think this Is 
something that has to be sold to us,” 
Aid, Gordon Martman said, “It’s hard 
toseelbehenefit ”
Mayor Scnlcy said she was concerned. 
“Some seem to bo leaping in with botit 
feet and saying “Let's go to it!” Martin 
,‘iiiid llscic metti In ,soinc uspctls of , 
Ihe report, but that he shared the 
mayor’s apprehension that “maybe 
we're not gelling a good bargain,”
Aid. .Jerry omregasksi said it was not 
clear from the report whether the airport 
ndminisiraiion would be a Capital 
Regional Board function,
"It could end up being a Sidney- 
North Saanich function.”
Mayor Nuiinu Scalcy said .spundi/ig 
cuts for upgrading the airport • sup­
posedly down from $12 to $4 million —■ 
meant the airport was not being 
upgraded to the standard it should. 
“They’re saying ’you do those things if 
you want them’. They should be 
questioned very severely.”
The next Item for discussion was also 
related to the airport - this time a letter 
from CF Air president Ian Gray 
requc.‘.ting council’,s support in the 
airlines application to the Canadian 
Tran,sport Commission to have Victoria 
added to its tratrscunlincnlui Itcciicc, 
Martin suggested a letter be written 
saying council could only welcome CP 
Air as a scheduled airline if “our own 
airport facilities" were upgraded.
”I would be prepared to consider CP 
Air In here more readily if the federal 
gos'crnmeni imiallcd radar,” he said.
“We're told we have an unsafe situation 
and that wc should have radar .
“I understand wc’rc low on the 
priority list but if we’re going to have 
more traffic, that moves us up on the 
Tlsi.”..
Mayor,Scaley reminded council there 
wa* no adequate arrangement for 
customs or baggage handling, neither 
' wss there n prAperTw,«ptfna nreis or
viewing lounge at the airport.
Council approved a motion that a 
letter be drafted to CP Air and brought 
back to council for foiislderistlon.
rT'l)'
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Christmas Shopping ^ '^||KeepsYou Hopping
Let “SUNSHINE”
Do Your Xmas Note-Dropping!
Sunshine Secretarial Service
656-5641 2452 Beacon Ave.
Teachers happy with increase
Saanich school district teachers are in 
line for an average nine per cent increase 
in salaries for 1980 after reaching a last 
minute agreement with the ■ Saanich 
school board Wednesday, Nov. 14.
The agreement was worked out in 
meetings between the board negotiating 
committee and teachers during the day 
and presented to teachers at a general 
meeting that evening.
The agreement means the board and 
teachers will not have to go to com­
pulsory arbitration, which under the 
Public Schools Act is put in place as of
midnight Nov. 14 for any contracts not 
settled.
It calls for a seven per cent salary 
boost, plus an additional $400 for every 
teacher.
The effect of the $400 will be to give 
teachers at the bottom of the pay scale 
proportionately more than those at the 
top — thus cohipensating for the 
percentage increase which benefits those 
at the top more.
The contract also calls for a five per 
cent increase in allowances for school 
administrators, and a reduction in the
Bab’s Family 
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Formerly Ray & Betty’s
®FISH ii CHIPS ^SEAFOOD
®ByRGERS “ iuclucliiig Turkey 
• - and Oyster
Phone Orders Welcomed
Pick up when'you’re ready to eat
9807 4th St. 656-6722
4:30-7:30 p.m. lues. to. Sat. 
4:30-7:00 p.m. Sunday
OPEN FOR LUNCH 
Tues. to Sat. 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
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STEAK, PIZZA 8 SPAGHETTI HOUSE
Evening Dining in Fine.
Mediteranian Tradition 
RESERVATIONS - 656-5596 
TAKEOUTS - 656-5597 
Mon.-Sat. 1.1 o.m.-2a.m. 
Sunday 1.1 a.m.,-Midnight : 
Sth&Boacon. Sidney
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S Canadian Food
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for your Christmas Party
25-250 Cap. .
Full Bar Service^'"
® Your own choice of music. X.
“ Over 50 persons, a fuB English Buffet table
Mon — Thnrs. Ghll for information
■658-5231.'':,-T-':X'V,:,;:i::::„.„''"
Jim Johnson
■ Royal Oak Inn. M. Simpson
M
DINERS CL UB Tickets are now on sale
in the beautiful Strathmore Dining Room 
an excellent opportunity for a thoughtful 
Christmas gift.
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— from Mayor Jean Butler 
to the successful incumbent 
candidates, aldermen Percy 
Lazarz, Dick Sharpe and 
Frank Waring — council 
took a hard look at the 
Central Saanich voters list
— and found it wanting.
It was decided to do an 
enumeration of voters in 
1980 at a cost of between 
$4,000 and $5,000. The 
present list is far out of 
date, said Aid. Frank 
Waring.
So true, said Aid. George 
MacFarlane. Three years 
ago he used the voters list to 
send out letters and had be­
tween 600 and 700 returned 
by the postmaster. Some of 
the people had been dead or 
departed for three years or 
more.
The percentage of voters 
who cast their ballots at the 
Saturday election, 36 per 
cent of the total eligible 
vote, was totally fictitious, 
said MacFarlane. It wgs 
just not valid.
Some 'municipalities 
revised their list every three 
years, said municipal clerk 
Fred Durrand. Last revision 
in Central Saanich vvas in 
■ 1974.:;:
number of increments between the 
lowest and highest paid positions on the 
teaching scale.
Negotiating spokesman for the school 
board, Gerry Kristiensen, said he was 
pleased with the agreement.
“I think our teachers have been 
extremely responsible,” he commented.
The agreement was also lauded by 
Saanich Teachers’ Association president 
Elsie McMurphy.
McMurphy said teachers “made some 
gains in areas we had been trying to 
make for some time.”
She said she was “very pleased” with 
the increment change. McMurphy was 
also very pleased with the change in the 
board’s contribution to the teachers’ 
professional development fund.
According to the agreement the board 
will up its contribution from $6,000 last
year to $11,500 in 1980 — thereby 
matching the teachers’ contribution.
McMurphy said teachers may have 
gained a higher percentage increase in 
dollars had they gone to arbitration, but 
then might not have got other benefits 
important to them this year.
“Arbitration looks mainly at the 
percentage increase in dollars,” she 
said, “and we have tried to make gains 
in other areas we have traditionally lost 
out on in arbitration.”
The contract must now be approved 
by the whole Saanich school board at its 
meeting Monday night.
However, McMurphy said she sees 
little difficulty in ratification of the 
agreement. “Our settlement was within 
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Victoria Choral Society 




MeUopoiltan United Cliurch 
jCorner Pondoro & Quadra Sis. 
Saturday, November 24, 1979 
at 8 p.m.
Edward Norman, Organist 
SOLOISTS
Susan Austin, Soprano 
Richard Margison, Tenor 
Dovid Grubb, Boss 
Adults $3,00 
Students & OAPs $2,00
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Philp ran interference for Sherwood, 
taking all the votes against Westwood, . 
but not for Sherwood.
The second, that Philp actually helped 
Westwood, in that votes for Philp were 
“anti-Westwood” votes anyway and 
would have gone to Sherwood — 
making the race a runaway.
Either way, nearly 1,200 voters 
seemed dissatisfied with Westwood and ' 
showed it by voting for another can­
didate.
Third place finisher Owen Philp said 
he was “not unhappy that Sherwood 
won”. Philp said he will stay out of 
politics for the time being and devote his 
time to other activities.
Aid. Jim Cumming echoed Philp’s 
sentiments regarding Sherwood. “I am 
pleased Sherwood was elected. He can 
work with council.”
Cumming also said the new council 
should be a good one with mixed 
representation.
However, he voiced concern over the 
bienniel election process which this time 
has seen four new aldermen and a new 
mayor elected.
Though the process has the effect of 
injecting new blood into municipal 
politics, Cumming said it also has the 
effect of creating a loss of continuity 
that would have been valuable.
Sidney aldermen incumbents Ben 
Ethier, Ross Martin and Eleanor 
Sowerby retained their seats easily 
Saturday, with Ethier topping the poll 
with 786 votes followed by Martin who 
p611ed732, and Sowbery, 729. . - f
Three newcomers - Daryl Ashby, 
Harold iNofquay and Glen McMillan - 
were elected in the aldermanic race 
polling 701, 690 and 661; votes,
respectively.
Edward James and former Sidney 
alderman Jim Lang went down to 
defeat, with James notching up 632 
votes and Lang, 536.
Mayor Norma Sealey, who was 
elected by acclamation, said Monday the. 
new council was a “good selection of 
people. I’ni looking forward to working 
with them.”
Decision on a date for a third public 
hearing for the community plan will be 
left until the new council takes office
Dec. 3. Incoming alderman will be able 
to take a look at the community plan. 
Mayor Sealey said.
Aid. Gordon Martman, elected at last 
June’s byelection did not seek re- 
election. Another current member of- 
council. Aid. Jerry Tregasksi, moved to 
Vancouver some time ago and an­
nounced earlier he would not be seeking 
re-election.
In the school board race, Roy 
Hyndman retained his seat against 
challenger Donald Hacker, polling 786 
votes to Hacker’s 352.
A low key election campaign in 
Central Saanich, conducted without 
hostility or rancour, ended as it started, 
calmly and in a spirit of friendship.
The three incumbent aldermen — 
Percy Lazarz, Frank Waring and Dick 
Sharpe —- were re-elected to office, 
although they were given a run for their 
money by two of the three newcomers, 
Ruth Arnaud and Ralph Gait, both of 
whom came within shouting distance of 
the winners. Low in the six-candidate 
race for the three aldermanic seats was 
Leona King.
A veteran of municipal politics, Frank 
Waring led the polls with 872 votes, 
Lazarz polled 810 and Sharpe 789. 
Arnaud and Gait tied with 716 votes 
each and King ran last with 562 votes.
Waring has served two terms , as 
alderman and is beginning his third 
term; Lazarz has already notched up 13 
years; as- alderman on Central Saanich 
, council. Sharpe, who enters his second 
term as alderm an, i s particiilarly in­
terested in recreation and the solution of 
; the municipality’s vandalism problem.
; {In the contest fori Central Saanich 
representative on the board of trustees 
of Saanich school district, Esther 
Galbraith, wUh 1,162 votes, almost 
tripled the count of challenger Vittorio 
Preto, who polled 444.
The mayoralty in Central Saanich was 
not contested this year as the term of 
Mayor Jean Butler has another year 
before expiration. Mrs. Butler, who 
recently suffered a heart attack, expects 
to resume her duties as mayor at the 
beginning of the year.
The victorious aldermen seemed 











SOUPS « SALADS 
TAKEOUTS
3rd & Beacon Ave.
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Shot in arm 
for businesses
The peninsula business community received a shot i 
in the arm through tlic first six montlis of the current I 
fiscal year — a shot worth more than $506,000.
That was the amount loaned by the Federal Business s 
Development Bank through six months ending Sept. 7 
3i0. to small businesses on the peninsula.
The more than half-a-inillioii dollars accounted for t:; 
13 loans. These loans were in turn only a fraction of i 
the more than 2,200 loans made In B.C. by FBDBg 
through Sept. 30. 7
In all, some $114,645,0(X) was loaned to small 7! 
businesses in the province; an increase of 75 per cent I 
over (he same period a year ago.
The number of loans also jumped province-wide 7 
with an 84 per cent Increase from 1,200 last year, :7 
As of Sept. 30, FBDB had nearly $500 million | 
j outstanding in loans, Investments, and guaranteeii lolb 
19,585 enterprises in U,C, |
AlllIMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Ai'diiuire Dr. West Siiiinleh Roiul, Slilney 
A cozy 9-holer, ideal for families, Ikauiiljil scenery and special twilight rates for 9-liole 
game. Clubs and carl rentals -- picnic and barbecue facilities -- swimming beach, Plume 
:656.4621.'
IlKENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brciilvvood Drive, llreritwooil. 652-2413,
SAI,MON FISHING, Btmt ReiKnl, Guided Fishing Trips (all inclusive)
Family nshing in the protected Saanicli Inlet, Brentwood Boat Rentals (1971) Ltd. at tlie 
Ferry Dock, Brentwood Bay. Plume 652-1014.
■ HOTELSIDNKY.2S:nik«eon Ave., Sidney. 6S6-I311 •
Tuesdny night, Pure Cntiniry featuring Rob Hollis with Norm Winquist and Ralph 
Nieforlh In the I.ounge 8 ■■ 12 p.m. Wednesday night, 8-12 p.m. is Talent Night in the Pub.
THE PRAIRIEINN, corner Mt. New ton X Roads and East .Saaah h Rd. 656-1575 
Relax by the fire and listen to live entertainment while playing Chess, Cribbage, Checkers, 
Ilackgammon, Darts or Pool,
ROYAL OAK INN, 46«0 Elk Lake Dr., Victoria, 658-5111
Disco Dancing at The Thatch Monday to Sattiiday on the (wo liveliest dance fioors in 
Victoria. No cover charge except Friday-Saturday,
SIDNEY TlUVikoDGE, 2280 Beacon Ave,, Sidney. 656-1176
Foneles Place every Friday and Saturday niglu 9 - 2 a.m,, dance to tlic music of the 50’s
featuring in the Lounge, Ray Marquette, Country/Folk Music. 8:00 p.m. to Midnight.
• Ground floor space available from 570 to 10,500 sq, ft.
• Presently under construciiori, Scheduled occupancy APRIL, 1980
• Easy customer parking
• Excellent locations for










Choose yonr spot now, whlk Space h ayaiiabk.
For dottiiu call; Lawsoii, 388"6258
VICTORIA
RUTH ARNAUD
^ I would like to .say Thank you to the Central 
Saanich voteo, who gave me their support in tlic 
recent election.
While iiol successful in my campaign, I sluill 
continue to attend council meetings and will 
fol'YYw widi intcrc:,i the dteisum;, made.
1 will be itvailable to all individuals and 
coinimmity groups.
" feci free to call fisc I
at6S2<>9926
Wednesdayt November 21,1979 THEREVIEW
Trustee refused can attend
to be beateu
Inaugural meeting of 
Central Saanich council will 
be on Dec. 3, it was decided 
Monday night.
Although invitations will 
not be sent out, the public is
welcome to attend. Mayor 
Jean Butler, who has been 
ill for several weeks, will 
likely bd present. Refresh­
ments will be served.
Pages
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11 - 9
Rubymay Parrott — Saanich school 
board trustee and president of the B.C. 
School Trustees’ Association — found 
herself disenfranchised in last Satur­
day’s elections.
Mrs. Parrott, 9620 Ardmore, was 
hospitalized with a slipped disc and 
“totally dismayed’’ when she discovered 
there was no provision for people in 
hospital to vote.
But Mrs. Parrott was determined to 
exercise her democratic right, borrowed 
a wheelchair and “disappeared’’ from 
the Saanich Peninsula Hospital for 15 
minutes.
However, the school trustee is con­
cerned that others in hospital were not 
able to vote. “Certainly there are many 
who are too ill to be clear thinking 
enough to exercise their franchise but 
there are many others who are very alert 
and mentally aware of the issues,’’ she 
wrote The Review.
Mrs. Parrott is not sure where the 
fault lies, but if it is the municipality’s 
responsibility to provide a service to 
people in hospital, then this should be 
done, she says.
If it requires changes to the Municipal 
Act, pressures should be brought to bear 
on the provincial government for 
changes to the act before the next sitting 
of the legislature, she says.
BRENTWOOD
SUPER MART
There is not much point in the 
powers-that-be crying about public 
apathy at voting time when they are, 
perhaps, contributing to it by doing 
nothing to ensure that all who are en­
titled to vote have the opportunity to do 
so, she says.
North Saanich town administrator Ed 
Fair said Monday Section 54a of the 
Municipal Act does provide council with 
the power to enact a bylaw which would 
provide mobile polls.
To date, council has not thought it 
necessary to exercise that privilege, he 
said.
In Sidney, town administrator Geoff 
Logan said it was possible to have 
mobile polls travelling round the 
community, calling at hospitals or 
nursing homes, “but it’s the practicality 
of the thing, it would be a difficult 
procedure,’’he said.
Some eight years ago, Sidney council 
arranged for a poll to be taken to the old 
Resthaven Hospital “as an ex­
periment’’. We tried it to see what 
would happen, but for all the fuss and 
bother and preparations, we only got 
five votes, he said.
It was not deemed worth the time and 
effort and council did not proceed with 
a bylaw, he explained.
Deep Cove Chalet
OPEN FOR 
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, A disappointed Jim Lang said 
farewell to politics following the results 
of Sidney’s municipal election Saturday.
Lang, 66, of 10173 Melissa, a former 
Sidney alderman who ran for mayor in 
last June’s byelection and was defeated, 
placed bottom of the Nov. 17 poll and 
was ousted by three newcomers.
“I’m very disappointed,’’ he said 
Monday. “I’m definitely through
now.
Lang said he thought voter apathy 
was a big problem in Sidney. “We had a 
25 per cent turnout—- that’s 75 per cent
of people who didn’t vote.”
North Saanich’s turnout of voters (56 
per cent) set a wonderful example, he 
said. .
“I hope the apathy doesn’t persist, 
otherwise we’re going to be taken over 
by a bunch of people we don’t really 
want.”
Maybe Sidney was getting the kind of 
council it deserved, he said.
Lang has served two terms — four 
years — on Sidney council. Now he’s 
going to “take life easier”.
2405 BEACOPi AVE., , Sidney
(Upstairs in the Town Square)
656-5831: :
Christmas Gift Ideas








•VOGUE SEWING BOOKS 
•DIANA ADJUSTABLE DRESS FORMS 
JUST RECEIVED: the Latest Colours in 
Ultra Suede including Putty, Ros^ood, 






Comments arc coming in 
from readers on the break­
water-harbor proposal, and 
they’re ranging from “No! 
Wc can’t afford it, future 
taxpayers must be con­
sidered.” (S.l*. Coward, 
2215 James White Blvd.) to 
“Yes! It would be a 
wonderful attraction to a 
town which can stand some 
sprucing,” (Mrs. Tnidie 
Carrier, 8508 Moxon 
Terrace).
We’re running the Have 
Your Say opinion poll on 
page 5 again this week to 
give people more time to let 
us know how they feel 
about the plan,
One reader ■— Helen 
Anderson, 17-7675 East 
Saanich Road, points otit 
our question: “Do you 
agree a breakwater-harbor 
should be built at the 
bottom of Beacon Avenue 
: in Sidney?’’ is similar to the 
“Mavc you stopped beating 
your wife?” question. 
Impossible to answer with a 
simple yes or ito.
It |s true that wc don’t yet 
know the answers to many 
questions related to the 
bteak watcr-harbo r co n- 
slruction -- Its effects on 
local traffic, for example— 
and therefore some people 
may find it difficult to say 
whether iliey are in favor or 
not unless they know all the 
pros and con.s.
However, it Is possible to 
approve the basic concept 
of a breakwater, so we’ve 
reworded the question on 
page 5. Readers may also 
add comments of tliclr own,
Just fill In tlie fonn on 
page 5 and drop it into our 
office on Third Street or 
mall it to The Editor, The 
bidney Review, 982.5 I hird 
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Dangerous
assumption
To determine where candidates stood, 
property owners’ associations in Deep Cove 
and North-West Mount Newton sent a 
questionnaire to North Saanich candidates 
which asked them to comment on important 
local issues.
. Fair enough. But what was alarming was a 
statement, made in an interview, by Larry 
Cross, president of the Deep Cove group.
The decision to go with the questionnaire 
was made when nominations closed and it 
was realized the direction of North Saanich 
council could change overnight. Cross said. 
“It was imperative to find out where people 
stood.^’
And then he added: “We have gone on the 
assumption that elected representatives carry 
out the wishes of property owners.”
Well, that’s a" rather dangerous assump­
tion. It seems to be more widely held all the 
time — witness Proposition 13 in California 
— but it just isn’t true. Legislators are chosen 
by the electorate to carry out the wishes of all 
the people and not just propertypwners.
There’s no way of finding out just how 
many people in a Saanich Peninsula 
municipality own land and how many are 
renting or leasing but we’ll wager there are as 
many people who pay their taxes by means of 
their monthly rental as there are property 
owners who meet their tax bill annually.
And what about people in institutions of 
one kind or ariother, public or private, rest 
homes, homes for the aged, foster homes, a 
juvenile detention centres and even prisons? 
They, too, have rights under the law. They 
too participate in the democratic process.
This whole, , neo-conservative, check- 
public-spending movement, which has swept 
California and Other parts of the United 
States^ may well move into this part of the 
world. There are godd things about it but, tp 
the exclusion of all else, it seems to zero in on 
cutting taxes or at least holding them at the 
present level. The principah beneficiaries of 
this sort of thinking are land owners. And the 
cuts in public service which are needed to 
achieve this end almost inevitably come in 
humanitarian and cultural areas. Where else 
can effective cuts be made?
We are not maintaining that the property 
owners’ associations are motivated by this 
sort of thinking but statements like that of 
Mr. Cross have a familiar ring.
Coincidentally, perhaps. Mayor Norma 
' Sealey made it clear to Sidney and North 
Saanich chamber of commerce last week that 
Sidney council’s fuction and duty is to serve 
all of the people of Sidney and not just 
members of the chamber.
Cool it, she said, in effect, to members of 
the chamber. We hear your walls but keep in 
mind that there are other people in this 
municipality and they, too, have rights and 
expectations.
Groups like the chamber and property 
owners’ associations have an advantage over 
other interest groups in a municiaplity in that 
they are organized. They are cohesive and not 
diffused. They set up the machinery to make 
their wants known and protect their concerns 
and they use whatever means are available to 
achieve their ends.
Other people, renters, roomers, pensioners 
who don’t own land and Institutionalized 
people just don’t have the means of corri- 
munication at hand — but that doesn’t mean 
their Interests shouldn’t be looked after.
Let it be repeated: Legislators are chosen 
by the electorate to represent all the people in 
a community.
Looking Back
From The Sidney Review
- filcB '
6(1 YEARS AGO:
' From,llH'NGV,,20, UUksdC V,..
The "new models In corscis for hard-io-llt women” 
were the latest in I'asliion and were advertised on the 
front p.'igc of Tlie Review,
Top story of the week wn.sthe formation ofthc "boys 
of Sidney.” The first meeting of the boys of Sidney was 
held Thursday afternoon evening at the residence of 
Rev. and Mr*. Itiirton, t hird Si, fherc were 22 preicnt, 
and a few more are expected to join. Three patrols were 
formed and leitiponMy patrol leaders chosen.
Max. Tomp. (Nov. 14) 




• 1.4®c . Snow
5.7®c Total for Year 502.2 mm
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Could i, through your very fine paper, extend my 
sincere thanks to all those who helped and supported me 
in the recent campaign and election for school trustee in 
Genlral Saanich?
Although the outcome was disappointing, I really 
enjoyed the campaign and the opportunity of meeting 
so many fine people. It was a great experience! Thank 
you. ,
V.A. Preto 
6393 West Saanich Road
ers^ doing fine
Thank you for your interest and support during the 
recent production of Theatre B.C. (South Island Zone) 
evening of three one-act plays. We are especially 
grateful to Ron Norman for having reviewed our first 
performahee,,at Langham Court Theatre. The audiences, 
at Parkland Theatre (Oct. '19 and 20) were much better 
than we had; dared to hope, and 'part of the credit must 
go to the excellent review in The Sidney Review of;Oct.
Judith A. Rinfret 
[Secretary] 
Peninsula Players.
: Always a gentleman
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate 
the winners in the school district 63 Saanich elections.
It is good for democracy to have seats contested and I 
will welcome the newcomer to the board with interest 
and pleasure.
However, as a long-time member of that board, 1 
cannot let it pass without saying how much I will miss 
Jack Armstrong. He has served the students of this 
district long and well.
His prime concern has always been the provision of 
good education to all students regardless of their ability. 
He has spent many hours on their behalf.
Provincially he has served on BCSTA committees and 
just recently did an outstanding job as my representative 
on a very thorny review commission.
He was a dedicated school trustee, always honest, 
never devious — and always a gentleman.
Even if wc did not agree with him at times we always 
knew that he stood by his principles.
I shall miss him.
Rubymay Parrott 
trustee School IHstrict 63 [Saanich 
prc.sidcnl, B.C. School Tnistees Associulion
Food for ihought
I would like to thank all those residents of Sitlncy who 
cast their vote for me In the nidermunie elections Nov, 
17. It is my earnest hope that the new council, in its 
delibenitions, take note of the closeness of the results. 
The voting population of Sidney obviously agreed with 
the three main planks of my platform! i.c, no further 
expansion of Panorama Leisure Centre at this time; 
beautification of Sidney, including a central park for alt 
ages and a vast improvement in public transport, must 
give food for thought e,specially when taken info 
conjunction will) my comparatively iiiiknown status in 
the community prior to the campaign. Finally, 1 would 
like to wish the winning caiullclaics good luck and a 





I I noted, with interest and concern, the article 
regarding the possible comnminalion of Ardmore area 
wells. Unfortunately, I personally believe that Dr, 
MacVVilli.ims' fear of "an outbreak of typhoid fever, or 
expatision of coliform bacilli and siicli water borne 
diseases” is more factual than ex-mayor Westwood’s 
stntemeni ”Tjie Ardmore water supply is not con- 
tnminai'btl.”
I purchased a home oil Ardmore Drive in January, 
1978, Wc moved in on a permanent basis in September 
and in early December after the start of thc heavy rains 
and attendant runoffs, noticed our water supply to be 
'■ HIsrnlored '
I construed witlv the “experts” and they concluded it 
was ground water coming in below the well ca.sing. A 
water sttmple was sent for analysis and, much to my
shock, showed a total coliform count of 33 per 100 ml. 
Any reading above 1 is judged unfit for human con­
sumption. . .
1 talked with the ‘‘water consultant” at North 
Saanich District office and advised him of my con­
taminated well and inquired whether others had found 
contamination. He advised ‘‘not to his knowledge”.
After three unsuccessful attempts to solve the 
problem, I have now drilled a new well into the same 
aquifer with a 100 foot cemented casing and, hopefully,
1 have potable water. Even now I have to chlorinate my 
hot water system every six weeks to two months to rid it 
■ of sulphur bacteria.
I was out of town when the North West Mount 
Newton Property Owners’ Association met on Nov. 6. 
However, I join the minority in favor of piped water 
and also favor sanitary sewers and one-acre minimum
"'lots.;.' ;'a
The contihuing area development with septic systems 
and added wells, the recent deep water agricultural 
Avells, ; the fractured: uiiderground rock formation in a 
many areas could lead to serious health problems unless 
a widesfireacLandA eptitinuing .monitoring systerh as 
enforcedA.tp ^ure that ail septic, systems meet the initial 
Standards; riot be allowed to becorrie ineffective
by misuse or neglect.
’ The final solution is piped water or sanitary sewers.
: If I the mayor a or his committee wish further 
clarification and documentation of my ‘‘coliform” 





There is too much vandalism and delinquency in 
Sidney and I believe that one inadvertent reason is the 
RCMP.
1 say this because of the “mini Detroit” atmosphere 
of downtown Sidney. The feeling that the police are just 
waiting for someone to do the wrong thing, it is hard to 
drive down Beacon Avenue without seeing at least one 
patrol car. The result, as far asT am concerned, is an 
antagonism, particularly from the young.
Part of this is because most of the police seem to be 
here such a short time and do not become members of 
the community. This is obviously not their fault and 
their intent is to keep law and order.
Perhaps it is time to think seriously about a local 
police force for Sitlncy and North Saanich. Central 
Saanich is a case in point; although badly understaffed 
due to community growth, tlicy did not face llie near- 
riot conditions that prevailed on Hallowe'en evening in 
Sidney.
Tliese strong feelings against tlie RCMP seem to come 
from even the very large percentage of law-abiding 
young people. It would be interesting to sec what the 
public reeling i.s toward having oiir own community 
force,,.
••Fair Play” 
name aiui aildress siiiiplied
' A Ethier Houehedf ':;
May 1 take the opportunity to tell the people of 
Sidney that I felt claieil and loiichcd by their show of 
conl'idciice by I'c-cleciing me for anoilicr lei in,
I shall endeavor to serve with integrity, alway,s with 
their inicresis in mind and do my best to make the town 
live within its budget.
0 AM. B.ll. Ethier
224S Jami'.x While Boiilcvaril
^Scenario^for proposal
I would be grateful for the opportunity of 
responding to remarks made concerning the proposed 
breakwater and harbour at the Coot of Beacon In your 
Oct. 31 edition. There arc some clariricatlon and 
corrections ns reported.
The first study referred to was done by Philip Eby 
and Associates of Vancouver iu late 1978 and gave a 
preliminary economic impact of the project. Riparian 
rights, rezoniug of some'water lot areas and parking 
could all have to be addicsstd. depending on itie final 
size and location selected, and these were touched on In 
that study.
Oi tliesc iieins, paikiiig is the most signilicani at this 
stage for it detetmines what land would be left to 
develop commercially in conjunction vdih the break- 
water/marina • a key facior in deierminlng eeonomir 
viability.'. if ■ .' ■ ■
A dcllnliion of the "developer”, or putting it nnotlier
CwkhIjiumI on Page S
new and used e sail and power 
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown are‘‘Standard Times"
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SLR VICE
CeUECH DIEECTORY
ATTEND THE CHURCH 



















: ST. MARY’S 
9:30 a.m. Holy
Communion 
/ ST. STEPHEN’S f 
8:30 a.m. Holy
Communion 
11:15 a.m. Family 
A Service (Hall) 





Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 




Rev. Ken W. Finstad 
479-6237
Sunday, November 21 
9:45 a.m. Family
Hour














10364 McDonald Park Rd. 








7:00 p.m. Praise & Share 
Thursday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
"Preaching the Chrlst- 





I he Church By The Lake
Elk take
Community Baptist 
5363 Pal Bay Highway 




Reverend Wayne Stretch 
Nursery facilities 
Junior Cliurich 
, , poffee rc!!ow.‘,liip 
Minktcr J.C.A. Barton 
652-3676





Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
PJione 477-8478 
Saankhton Elemental^ School 













Family Service and 
Sunday School 
IliOOd.m.
Rev. Melvin H. Adams 
Offica: 652-2713 -
Manso 652-5644 V 
Family Service 
Sunday ScKoor c 
SHADY CREEK 
7160 East Saanich Rd. 
9:45 o.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 West Saanich Rd. 
11:15 o.m.
Boby Fold Provided
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St , Sidney 
(while under construction) 
Saturday Mass only 











7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME 




9925 FIFini STREET, 
SIDNEY, B.C. 
Sunday Services 







"with Christ at heart 
and you in mind,”
Angllcon Church of Canada
THE PARISH 





















8:00 p.m. CHOIR 
CONCERT 
Rector
Rev. Robert Sansom 
6S6i4870 656-5322
BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Cctitml Saanich ltd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:.30 n.m. 
Family Service 11:00 n.m. 
Cojlngc ’







7008 W. Saanich Rd. 
fireniwond Bay 
9!4’1 n.rn, Sunday School 




2295 Weller Ave. 











9:45 a.m. Sunday 
School
11:00 a.m. Gods .Spirit: 






. i; - a Gil I*
Wl’dneiMlBy
7:30 p.m Bible Study
& Prayer
Pastor Darrel Eddy 
B.A.B.D. 656-6791
Wednesdayt November 21,1S79 TffF. RF.VTPW
as a matter of fact . by pat murphy
There is a student 
population of 6,200 in 
Saanich School District and 
I’m sure that lots of in­
terests see it as a captive, 
ready-and-willihg audience 
for commercial ex­
ploitation. Not the least of 
these are the information 
seekers.
Information today is a 
marketable commodity. 
Sales campaigns hinge on 
polls and surveys which tell 
the exploiters what we are 
using, what we are thinking 
and even our dreams and 
expectations. Knowing who 
and what we are, they can 
move in and supply our 
needs not because they want 
to help us but to make 
money which is, of course, 
their only target and total 
purpose.
A good example of this was a 72-question survey on 
smoking which a Toronto company, Canadian Opinion 
Research Limited, sent through the local school board 
administration for submission to the youngsters of Royal
Oak middle school. It was rejected, and rightly so, by 
members of the school board of trustees. The questions it 
poses, all in the name of a survey on smoking, are in­
credible.
In a badly written wrongly addressed letter to “Ron” 
(the name is “Don” Smyth, district school superin­
tendent, the director of the Toronto company says the 
questionnaire has been “finalized” after discussions with 
education, communication and psychology staff at the 
Ontario Addication Research Foundation (a monumental, 
bureaucratic empire), the University of Michigan and the 
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (whatever that 
is).
The questionnaire to begin with, elicits the student’s 
reaction to a sample advertisement, including his feelings 
about the people portrayed in the ad. Are they old, well- 
dressed, ordinary, bored, soft, free, stupid, young, 
beautiful, not real - plastic, popular, healthy, sexy, sad, 
successful, strong, happy-go-lucky, rich, tough or han­
dsome, he is asked.
“Would you say the people in this ad are a lot like you?” 
is another question after which he is asked if he would like 
to be like the people in the advertisement.
Then comes personal information on the student. Age, 
sex, location of home, religion and how often he attends 
worship; ethnic origin are asked along with more detailed 
information about parents including father’s occupation 
(“If you live with a stepfather answer this question for 
him?”) and parents’education.
Back into the advertisement evaluation again and the 
student’s reaction to ads about cars and clothing.
At question 20 we get tlie first intimation of what it is all 
about and there follows a series of queries on smoking, 
smoking advertisements and the student’s feelings about 
smoking. Included is a six-part, true or false section which 
asks such things as: Some cigarettes are safe to 
smoke ... cigarettes don’t cause heart disease . 
cigarettes can cause lung cancer . . . air pollution causes
more lung disease than cigarette smoking.
Examined minutely are the smoking habits of parents, 
siblings, boy and girl friends, step father and step mother 
(they seem to have a thing about stepparents) and then we 
get a little off the subject and questions are asked about the 
use of hash and pot, beer, wine and whisky.
Back into personal behaviour with questions about such 
seemingly irrelevant, but probably psychologically im­
portant, questions as aggressiveness, shoplifting, trouble 
with the police and fist-fighting and then a return to 
cigarette information with a series of questions on brand 
choice, filters, cigarette size and origin of purchase.
At question 64 non-smokers are dealt with. Why don’t 
they smoke? They are asked, and they are urged to select 
reasons from a choice of 18 options. If they once did 
smoke, they are asked, what was their brand?
The whole questionnaire left me with a filthy taste — the 
cheap and ruthless interrogation of a captive student body 
for later exploitation by tobacco companies.
One doesn’t expect ethics in commerce but the brazen 
gall of the research company is beyond belief. Obviously 
they hold school district trustee, administrators and 
students in contempt if they thought they would go for 
such a scam.
Probably, though, their optimism is justified and it is 
likely that some boards v/ould go for it.
Overlooked would be the fact that completion of such a 
questionnaire would take a couple of hours of student time 
and cost the school district a lot of money in paperwork 
and time in discussion. The survey has a sort of super­
ficially, semi-official look about it and this would, I 
suppose, serve to obscure its real intention in the eyes of 
some.
Fortunately our trustees are not so gullible.
HAVE 
YOUR SAY
Do you support the concept 







May we use your name for publication?
Yes □ No □
Results to be published next week.
Mail to: The Editor, The Sidney Review, 19825 Third 





Ardmore forest is seriously threatened by 
an infestation of fir bark beetles that has 
already resulted in more than 75 dead or 
dying trees, .according to an unofficial 
survey.
The situation has prompted North 
Saanich municipality to call in experts from 
the Pacific Forest Research Centre in 
Victoria to investigate the outbreak.
However, the Ardmore resident who first 
spotted the infestation has charged the 
municipality was notified of the problem 
more than six months ago. i
G.A.F. ‘‘Tony” Townesend, 577 
Aboyrie. Ave. said. he first wrote to the 
municipality last May 9 concerning dead 
Arees^long the municipal f badi allowaricein 
front of his house. He said the trees were 
dangerous, presented a fire hazard, and 
should be removed.
Townesend was notified on May 24 by 
Leo den Boer, engineering director for 
North Saanich, that “the matter is under 
consideration and will be dealt with in the 
near future.”
Townesend contacted den Boer two 
weeks later to present him with more
evidence of dead and dying trees in the area 
— four on the roadvallottment and four on 
private property .
den Boer indicated he would speak to 
B.C. Hydro about the trees, but 
Townesend never heard back from him.
Then in October Townesend contacted 
the Pacific Forest Research Centre himself 
to ask that someone come out and take a 
look at the trees.
Two days later, oh Oct. 17, Peter Koqt, 
of the research centre, made the first of two 
trips to Ardmore Forest. , Koot did a brief 
survey of the area and was satisfied that 
there was indeed an infestation.
On Oct: 25 Koot returned to see 
Townesend and offered him some in­
formation on the fir engraver beetle.
. ^Townesend* In turn I notified^ the 
municipality of his actions and the findings 
of the forestry expert in a letter dated Oct. 
29. The municipality eventually asked the 
forest research centre for an opinion in a 
letter dated Nov. 7.
In an interview with The Review, Koot 
confirmed the infestation of the bark beetle 
and said, “It is quite a problem there.”
The beetles could easily spread to healthy 
trees, said Koot. But he added that since
. US
Townesend shows where beetle has 
burrowed into tree and left pile of 
sawdust on outside. Tree will soon turn 
red and die as result of infestation.
there is not a large concentration of Grand 
Fir trees in Ardmore forest the type of 
tree most susceptible to the fir engraver — 
the spread may be on a “hit and miss 
basis”.
Koot explained that trees most 
su.sceptible are those that have suffered 
either a dry summer or cold winter. “We’ve 
had a couple of dry summers around here,” 
he noted.
He added that the Grand Fir specie.? is a 
fairly weak tree to begin with, and 
following a dry summer it is most 
susceptible.
“For safety’s sake those trees should 
come down”, said Koot, referring to the 
dead trees around Tov/ncsend’s home.
However, he said those trees are not 
infested. “The beetles are already gone 
from those ones. They’re only old snags," 
he said.
Rather, "red” trees indicate beetle in­
festation.
Although he had not yet been notified of 
North Saanich’s requetu for a. study, Koot 
said he would probably be in Ardmore 
sometime this week to take a look at the 
problem.
Meanwhile, den Boer admitted, “It Is 
quite a serious thing, and I wouldn't be 
doing my Job if I didn’t go to other sources 
for more information."
He said he received the Townesend letter 
In the summer asking for the dead trees to 
be removed, but did not act upon it at the 
time because work projects of that kind 
wctc to be set up this fall,
“Our policy is not to wipe out trees on 
road allowances," said den Boer, “If there 
are dangerous trees that ore diseased or 
dca|l or what have you, and arc threatening i 
property of people, then wc will remove 
them.
“If anything has to be done, then now Is 
the time when wc are setting up these work 
programs." ,
Now is also the time to remove infested 
trees, according to Information on the bark 
beetle. It flics to suitable Grand Fir trees 
from late May to late August and lays eggs 
during that time.
Pupation nmir« In April and May, 
during which time adults emerge, ex­
cavating Individual, round exit boles 
directly through the barki
To control Infestation, hidlvidual trees 
must be felled as early as possible between 





Continued from Page 4
way, the role the preponent (i.e. the town at present) 
will play is extremely important in my estimation at this 
stage. I feel once this role is defined, then the “nitty 
gritties” and detailed studies can be tackled and 
probably financed at least partly, if not wholly, through 
government funds with the right approach.
In short council must decide if it is to .leave it to the 
private sector or work jointly with private developers on 
the project.
Concerning the remarks made about the North West 
Hydraulic study - (the technical feasibility study based 
on a number of parameters and assumptions I proposed 
in a preliminary specification) construction techniques 
and time to complete would be dependent on manpower 
allocated and the flow of funding.
Also, there would be no need to have trucks as stated 
in the study. All the fill could be bought in by barge at a 
comparable cost at no distruption to the public for 
rubble mound-type breakwater and, if precast concrete 
;Used, that could be done on site. A Biota Study was 
carried out in 1968 by Priestimen and Graeme and again 
in 1975 by Dubrocky Sea Tech — neither study showing 
anything of significance in the area in question; the area 
is noteworthy only from its lack of marine life.
The adequacy of the single opening in the proposed 
design for 70 per cent flushing could be considered as 
debatable, however, N.W. Hydraulics Ltd. did suggest 
hydraulic modelling of the proposed structure to verify 
the adequacy of these findings and the shape and size 
were only one design in a number of different 
possibilities. I believe they used the same parameters as 
were used in the False Creek Marina in Vancouver.
Approaching the Ministry of transport regarding 
additional harbour openings and siting as suggested by 
the advisory planning council would be a waste of time - 
. they have neither the expertise nor the facilities to 
address this problem. Such expertise that does exist in 
the federal government is in the D.P.W. and they 
normally “farm out" this type of thing.
Here again, hydraulic modelling could prove its 
worth and verify calculations. It should perhaps be 
pointed out again that the federal government accepted 
the N.W. Hydraulic study as being completely ac­
ceptable in its contents and conclusions in support of 
the application for federal funding.
Unfortunately the AFC comments were never sent 
back to the Sidney-North Saanich chamber of com­
merce for comment. Indeed it was rather less than 
encouraging to find there was no consultation with the 
chamber or with the author who had been extensively 
involved with the proposals and studies over a two-year 
period and was carrying on the liason with the federal 
and provincial governments over the previous two-year 
period.
Regarding the proposed size, the original figure of 
2,600 feet was put forth by myself as guideline for study 
purposes - N.W. Hydraulics then came up with the 
4,100 feet (not 2,100 feel as reported) basing their 
figure.? on the depths, what they thought was op­
timization of the site in question, and minimization of 
costs, Other options do exist.
In closing I would like to sire.ss again the point that 
many (|uc,stlons do remain to be answered, however, wc 
now have a “scenario" script that can be used in going 
forward once the town decides what role it will n.ssumc 
in going forth as proponent.
C, Robert Wait!




I wish to thank all my campaign supporters and the 
voters of Sidney for providing me with the opportunity 
to continue as Sidney’s school trustee. I will make every 
effort to ensure that the district provides the best 
possible education for our children.
1 feel that some confusion about French immersion
programs was generated during the campaign and I 
would like to provide some clarifying information. Put V 
in proper perspective, such classes should not be a 
major issue as only a small number of children are likely 
to be involved and the costs are small, as I will outline 
below. The classes are similar in operation to those of a
number of special progrmns that we hoW provide to
accommodate the different ; needs and 1 interests'6f 
children in the district.
The cost of a French immersion program can be
stated simply. The relevant information has been 
provided by the district administration. The estimated
instructional cost per pupil for inimersion is $1,350 per
well witlL the actual cost ayerage fbr : “ 
already having ah immersion program of 
$U40 so no major costs have been missed in the 
estimate. These figures are to be compared with the
average post of the regular program in our district of
Sil,320. Thus, the extra cost of immersion even without 
special grants is small.
At present, federal government grants pay 50 percent 
of the instructional costs the first year (special projects 
grant) and about ^ 5 per cent for subsequent years 
(support, grant). It is obvious that there is a substantial 
saving to the district in the first year; some $40,000 for 
the anticipated kindergarten and Grade I classes.
I feel certain that the federal government grants will 
continue, but even if they do not, the savings the first 
year will cover the extra cost over regular instruction for 
manyyears.
I believe that the educational merits of the program 
have been clearly demonstrated. In any case, I feel 
strongly that the opportunity should be provided for 
children who’s parents wish them to have the benefits of 
not only becoming bilingual but also of gnlning an 
understanding ol another language and culture,
Roy Hyndman 
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Hockey player 
blindness rises
SATURDAY a SUNDAY 




GLEH MEADOWS CURLING CLUB
To register 656-3136 or 658-8130
Last season 12 hockey 
players were legally blinded 
compared to eight in the 
previous one, according to 
reports recieved by Dr. 
Tom Pashby, a Toronto 
ophthalmologist and 
chairman of the Canadian 
Standards Association 
(CSA) committee on 
protective equipment for 
hockey and lacrosse 
players.
During the 1977-78 
season, Pashby received 
reports of eight eyes legally 
blinded, while the 1978-79 
statistics show 12 eyes lost. 
None of the players injured 
were wearing hockey face 
protectors — a fact which 
disturbs Pashby who has 
been treating eye injuries to 
hockey players for over 30 
years.
“The youngest victim to 
lose an eye was 19 years old 
and the rest were in their 
20s and 30s,” says Pashby. 
“The younger players are 
forced by their leagues to 
wear face protectors, but 
the older players are 
playing pick-up hockey 
. and are not required to 
wear masks. The result is 
more injuries to the older 
players.”
CSA has published 
standards for face 
protectors and tests and 
certifies them. So far, the 
program is voluntary, 
which means that non- 
certified masks can be sold
next to certified ones.
“The wise hockey player 
should buy and wear a CSA 
certified hockey mask. 
Look for the mark before 
you purchase,” says Pash­
by. “The statistics certainly 
prove the success of this 
program. For instance, last 
year there were 42 eye 
injuries reported, the year 
before 53, and in ‘74 and 
’75, before fqce protectors 
were widely used, we had 
253 eye injuries and 42 eyes 
lost.”
Pashby also suggests goal 
tenders not wear moulded 
masks because current 
models fail to meet CSA 
standards.
Over the last three 
hockey seasons, 12 goalies 
received eye injuries. They 
were all wearing moulded 
masks. Of these 12, five 
eyes were legally blinded. 
Moulded masks, especially 
those not custom made, do 
not provide adequate 
protection, CSA says.




in leagues is 
dangerous than 
games.
Pashby, who has been 
treating hockey injuries for 
over 30 years, and has been 
active in coaching amateur 
hockey players feels 
organized hockey promotes 
the “win at any cost” 
attitude.
“The kids today are told 
to hit and play rough. Some 
coaches seem to instill the 
philosophy “it doesn’t 
■matter how you play as long 
as you win,” he says. 
“This, of course, creates 
injuries and hockey has got 
to become safer if it’s to 
survive. Look what hap­
pened with lacrosse — it 
became too rough and lost 
popularity.
“Hockey is a great game 
and I hate to see it ruined by 
too much violence.”
Pashby believes players 
playing hockey on ponds 
are safer than in organized 
leagues because the games 
are “more for fun than to 
win.”
Glm Meadows * Ron Gardner skipped his rink to second place finish in event “C” during 




to Juan de Fuca
By TOM CRONK
Peninsula Eagles worked 
hard but lost 10-4 to the 
powerful Juan de Fuca 
peewee A rep team Nov. 13, 
at Panorama Leisure 
Centre.
Randy Cunningham is 
indicative of the im­
provement shown by Eagles 
throughout the season. The 
young goaltender faced 46 
shots and made many 
excellent saves during the 
contest, ( but more im-- 
portant, neither he nor the 
team ever quit. More than 
once the youngster was left 
to his own resources when 
his defence had collapsed.
Greg Lewis scored the 
first goal for the Eagles and 
hard work by Peter Pasula 
accounted for Grant 
Rogers’ tally of the team’s 
second goal. Richie 
Wagcnsveld emulated 
Pasula’s performance for 
the third score as Pasula 
found the back of the Juan 
de Fuca net,- and Lewis 
scored : the fourth 
unassisted.
Don Wallace is back with 
the team but; Ron Greeii is 
out until at leasrt pecember, 
witha broken fihier. '
The "&e ^ oh the
road for.: their.,; next two 
games, facing: SooKe Nov. 
24and Saanich Dec. i.
A benefit hockey game 
Nov. 25 at George Pearkes 
Arena has Saanich Braves 
Junior B hockey team 
hosting North Shore Winter 
Club Flames.
The game starts at 1:30 
p.m. with the Timmy 
representing Camp 
Shawnigan Telethon 
dropping the puck, Special 
guest appearances will be 
made by Bob Bolitho ofthc 
Vancouver Whitccaps and 
local dignitaries.
game
Tickets cost $3 for adults, 
$2 for students and old-age 
pensioners, and $1 for 
children under 12. They are 
available at the door or in 
advance from the George 
Pearkes Arena, Sportagon, 
or Ray’s Sporting Goods.
All proceeds from the 
game go to Timmy's Camp 
Shawnigan Telethon, 
March 22'- 23 on Channel 
10, sponsored by the British 





The University of 
toria will host its 
Pacific Rim Basketball 
Classic Nov. 30 through 
Dec. 2 at UVic’s McKinnon^ 
gymnasium. f
The three-day tour­
nament features an im­
pressive array of basketball 
talent which includes the 
University of British 
Columbia Thunderbirds, 
defending champions 
University of Calgary 
Dinosaurs, Lakehead 
University Nor’westers, 
Seattle Dynasties, Simon 
Fraser University Clans­
men, University of Win­
nipeg Wesmen, York 
University Yeomen and 
U Vic Vikings.
Nov. 30: Game I — 1:30 
p.m. U. of British 
Columbia vs U. of Win­
nipeg.
Game II — 3:30 p.m. 
Simon Fraser Univ. vs York 
University.
Game III — 7 p.m. U. of 
Calgary vs Seattle 
Dynasties.
Game IV— 9 p.m. U. of 
Victoria; vs Lakehead 
University.
Dec. 1;, Game V: 1:30 
p. ih ; loser of game I vs loser 
pfgainelll.
Game VI -— 3:30 p.m. 
loser of game 11 vs loser of 
game: IV.
Game VII — 7 p.m. 
winner of game I vs winner 
of game III.
Game VIII — 9 p.m. 
winner of game II vs winner 
of game IV.,
Dec. 2: Game IX—1:30 
p.m. Consolation cham­
pionship — winner of game 
V vs winner of game VI.
Game X —3:30 p.m. 
Championship — winner of 




Sidney Senior Men's 
Sofiball League will be 
hosting a Klondike Night at 
Sanschn Hall Dec. 7 to raise 
funds to offset operating 
co.stN incurred by tlic league 
lust season.
League president Tom 
Doyle told The Review the 
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planned to hold n stag in 
Sidney this month but the 
idea was vetoed by the 
RCMP when he attempted 
to obtain necessary permits.
Klondike Night will 
fentnre games of chance 
and dancing, cost is $7 per 
couple and runs from 7 
p.m, urttil I a.m,
Tickets will not be 
available at the door but 
may be obtained at Har­
vey's Sporting Goods or 
from Doyle himself at 656- 
6319.
Shirley Marshall, a spare 
bowler for the ladies' 
league, rolled an 826 triple, 
Nov. 13. The total was a 
rc.sult of her 249, 308 and 
269 single games.
High lines: YBC: Seniors 
— Todd Mussell, 557 (210); 
juniors ~ Jamie Roberts, 
472 (173); Kelly Bull, 420 
(173); pccwccs — Vance 
Mobey, 385 (159); Cathy 
Muckay, 367 (142); Donna 
Courser, 201 (104) for two 
games.
Credit Union: J. Bill, 702
(266) ; R. Brimdrldgc, 687
(267) .
Tuesday Commercial: T. 
Cronk, 773 (273); R. 
D6run,7.'>7(316).
Wednesday Legion; Barb 
Pesklevits, 695 (249). 
i (Thursday Commercial: 
M. Burton, 767 (2665, 
Ladies Mermaids: 
.Shirley Marshall, 826 (308); 
Flo Gardner, 656 (243); 




MINOR HOCKEY ASSOC. STATISTICS
G^A.Team G.P. Wins Losses Ties Points G.F.
Cloverdale Paint ‘N’ Paper ■ .7 ■■ 3.'d ':3 ' 1 7 24 28
Sidney Movers 7 3 2 2 8 31 24
Cornish’s Book & Stationery 7 1 5 I ..; 3 24 34
Harvey’s Bicycles 
j PEE WEE DIVISION
7 3 0 4 10 33 27
1 Mayer’s Steel Boats 8 4 1 3 11 45 36
1 Sidney Bakery 8 4 2 2 10 57 44
Ellehammer Industries 8 1 ' 5 2 4 34 55
Mary’s Coffee Bar
PUP DIVISION
8 3 4 1 ’ 7 50 51
Saan. Pen. Credit Union 7 3 4 0 6 29 ,45
19Bob Why te Marine 7, 4 2 I ' 9 32
C. Saan. Vol. Fire & Police 7 4 1 2 10 34 26
21Sidney Pharmacy 7 5 2 0 10 37




7 2 4 1 ■■.5 . 23
Sidney Kiwanis 7 1 6 0 2 43 73
Island Furniture 7 6 1 0 12 73 43
W
areas
A soil removnl bylaw 
sounds like a mundane 
municipal matter but it 
could have an important 
effect on n scenic rural 
community and for that 
reason, everyone interested 
is asked to attend a meeting 
to discuss the matter at the 
council chambers on 
Monday night, .
Central Saanich 
legislators have been 
considering and recon­
sidering the matter for some 
weeks since the time that
Geoff Vanircighi asked 
permission to remove some 
rock on his property on 
Wallace Drive near the 
North Saanich border so 
iliat he could build and
limits and barriers to in­
discriminate digging.
Tills bylaw has been 
used, roughly, us a model 
for Central Saanich's
lran,sfer part of his ex- of Its bylaw
wliicli has yet to be passed. 
Tlie bylaw will probably 
make inviolate certain parts 
of the community, such ns 
the Uplands and the area on 
lop of Mount Newton.
However, everyone will 
get an opportunity to speak 
his piece when the matter is 
considcredjOn Monday,
tensive farming bnsines to 
Ceiural Saanicli.
Soil removal become a 
serious matter in Siianicli 
some years ago when in­
discriminate digging and 
trenching defaced parts of 
the municipality. Accor­
dingly, Saanich passed a 
stiff bylaw setting down
LANGLAND
GARDENS










1 would like lo thank ilic voier.s of Sidney who 
siippmied me in the Sidney municipal electiond on 
November 17ili.
As n member of Town Council 1 Will make 
every effort to deserve your confidence. 1 look 
forward to the challcnge.s which will present









Soccer; Minor for Nov. 24:
Div. 4: Cougars vs SaltSpring Kicks at Wains Park, 1 
.p.m. TBirds vs - bye
Div. 5: Dolphins vs Lansdowne Eve. Ops Colts at 
Oaklaiids Pk. 11 a.m.
Div. 6: Hornets vs Duncan Westcan Raiders at N. 
Saanich School 11 a.m. Cobras vs J.D.F. Columbia 
Reddi-Mixat Parklands School 11 a.m.
Div 7: Eagles vs J.d.F. Ridley Brothers at David 
Cameron School 11 a.m.
Div. 8: Kickers vs Bays/United Wolves at Sidney 
School 10 a.m.; Steelers vs J.d.F. Van Isle Mouldings at 
Sidney School 10 a.m.; Rovers vs Gdn. Hd. Shelbourne 
Plaza Hardware at Lambrick Pk. 10 a.m.; Leopards vs 
Gorge Royals at Colquitz School 10 a.m.
Div. 9: Sharks vs Gorge Royals at Greenglade School 
10 a.m.; Panthers vs Gorge F.C. at Greenglade 
School #2 10 a.m.; Rowdies vs Lansdowne Eve. Ops 
Rovers at Richmond School 10 a.m.; Whitecaps vs 
J.d.F. Glen Valley Electric at Greenglade School 10 
a.m.
Senior Men’s: November 25: Sidney vs Gorge F.C. at 
Mt. View2:15 p.m.
♦ « *
Ladies Field Hockey: Hobbits vs Rebels Gold at 
Parklands November 24 12:45 p.m.
Canoe Bay Sailing Club: November 25; B Series 7.5 
miles: start 10 a.m. ' /
Minor Hockey: Pee Wee Rep A: Eagles vs Sooke at 
Sooke November 24 1:30 p.m.; at Panorama PeeWee 
House: Mary’s Coffee Bar vs Ellenhammer Ind. 3:10 
p.m.; Sidney Bakery vs Mayer Steel Boats 4:35. (at 
Panorama) Bantam: Cornish’s vs Sidney Movers 6:20 
p.m.; Nov. 27 Cloverdile vs Harvey’s 8:10 p.m.
Senior Hockey; Sidney Hotel vs Shelbourne Chiefs 
November 26 10 p.m.; Travelodge vs Sidney Freight 
November 28 10 p.rii.
Sidney Softball; Klondike Night: Dec. 7: 7 p.m. - 1 
a.m. - Sanscha Hal.
By
RONNORMAN
It’s still too early to tell, 
but if the number of 
returning players are any 
indication. Parkland 
panthers have an .excellent 
chance to repeat as the 
'Vancouver Island high 
school boys basketball 
champion.
The Panthers, who 
opened their 1979/80 
season with an exhibition 
match against Cowichan 
last night, have six of nine 
players from last year’s 
squad returning.
Coach Joe Milligan said 
these players will form the 
nucleus of a team that he 
hopes will go even higher.
than their sixth place finish 
in last year’s provincial 
showdown in Vancouver.
Milligan said 12 boys 
tried out for the team and 
he figures to carry 10 or 11. 
However, he said fans 
shouldn’t expect the same, 
kind of team this year as 
last.
“It’s a different kind of 
team,’’ he said earlier this 
week., “Last year we had 
two exceptional boys; one 
who was 6 feet 10 inches 
and the other who was just 
a phenomenal player.
“This year we have much 
more of a five-man team; a 
more balanced team. We 
don’t have the height 
advantage this year. Last 
year most teams had to
adjust for that.’’
But Milligan said he does 
have,a 6-foot 4 inch player 
who should help under the 
boards. In addition, he has 
three players who have 
three years of senior ex­
perience under their belt.
As in past years, the 
Panthers have again 
declared themselves a 
double ‘A’ basketball team 
— meaning they compete 
against schools with more 
than.200 boys in grades 11 
and- 12. Parkland has 
slightly less than 200 eligible 
boys in grades 11 and 12 
and could be competing in 
the “junior circuit’’ — the 
single ‘A’ league.
“We might get burned 
doing it,’’ said Milligan,
“but we’ll get better 
competition in the double 
‘A’ league.’i
He said the six team 
lower Island league should 
be very tough again thfs 
year, with perennial 
basketball power Oak Bay 
one of the strongest teams.
“Belmont will also be 
strong this year, and so will 
the rest of the league, 
they’re all tough,’’ said 
Milligan.
He said Nanaimo will 
probably be the strongest 
team on the Island this year 
with Cowichan not too far 
behind.
As for the schedule, 
Parkland’s strong showing 
last year has gained them a 
number of invitations to
prestigipus tournaments 
this year.
This weekend they play 
two visiting Vancouver 
teams. The first game goes 
Friday night at 7 p.m. at 
Mt. 'Douglas school where 
they will meet Magee.
Then Saturday afternoon 
Parkland will host John 
Oliver beginning at 3 p.m. 
Mt. Douglas will take on 
Magee in an earlier game 
that Starts at 1 p.m. Both 
games go at Parkland 
school.
The first half of the 
Panthers’ schedule Will be 
taken up with exhibition 
matches and tournaments, 
while the second half will 














Steelers shut out Cosmos
By TOM CRONK
Two peninsula Division 9 
teams battled to a scoreless 
draw Nov. 17 during one of 
the best games played by 
either squad this season.
Peninsula Panthers and 
Peninsula Sharks fought it 
out on a damp, drizzling 
afternoon, much to the 
delight of Sharks’ coach, A1 
Cross.
Cross said Scott Werhun 
and Jordan Campbell, the 
two Sharks keepers, had 
been playing excellent 
soccer — so good in fact, 
that each had given up only 
one goal through five 
games. The two have
recorded three shutouts in 
the same time frame, due to 
fine play by the team, as a 
whole.
Jerry Cross played well at 
centre-half during 
Saturday’s match, stopping 
the Panther attack cold on 
many occasions. Panthers’ 
Jason Hart nearly gave his 
squad a victory when he 
shot high over the crossbar 
on a clean breakaway.
In Division 8 play. 
Peninsula Steelers shut out 
Gordon Head Cosmos 5-0, 
as five individual players 
accounted for the goals. 
Erik Rapatz scored the 
opener from Aaron Petrie, 
Thomas Smart and Dennis
Cronk and Cronk scored 
the second goal with an 
assist from Brent Stetch- 
man.
John Irving accounted 
for the third goal on a pass 
from Aaron Petrie and 
James Redfern tallied the 
fourth with an assist by 
Mike Winder. Jason 
Bonneau scored the final 
goal with help from 
Redfern. '
Coach Doyle said ex­
cellent defensive play by 
Steeler David Doyle 
resulted in only three shots 
on Lee Robson, in the 
Steelers’ goal. Brent Stetch- 
man was outstanding also 




The Grace 8 English class 
at North Saanich school, 
taught ly Geoff Arm- ; 
strong, is in the process of 
putting a television show on 
the air.
Armsffong, and friend 
Bob Dick; both of whom 
have experience with 
amatetr film-making, 
devised a class titled 
“Television Production”, 
and had it certified as an 
electiv; class at North 
Saanich school. It involves 
actual production, writing, 
directing, acting, camera 
work, and all other facets 
of a television show.
Each 13-year-old student 
involved has participated in 
most facets of production, 
but only seven of the 17 
have been involved with 
actual studio work.
Cindy Dodds, Patti 
Edwarcison and Joy 
Guibault are three 
youngsters who talked to 
The Review during an 
editing se.ssion at Cable 10 
studio.
None of the girls had any 
particular reason for 
joining the venture at the 
outset, other limn tlwt it 
"sounded it might be fun", 
and it was, at the lca.st, a 
dlfl'eicnl idea for an 
elective,
They're not woiried the 
show could be a failure, nor 
arc iliey concerned that 
school-mates may have an 
adverse reactio.i to the 
production.
"Wc have lobe willing to 
take criticism," said Mifi.s
Dobbs, “and the 
production will get better as 
it goes along/’ One pf her 
major; concerns* was ; thaL 
many more students will 
want to become involved 
following the airing of their 
initial showL
First show of the 
proposed monthly series 
titled “Special Edition” 
will air Thursday at 6 p.m. 
Todate, students have each 
spent some 10 hours each 
week for the past three 
weeks to put the show 
together.
The production was 
written, produced, directed 
and acted solely by the 
students.
Cable 10 sports com­
mentator Rob Gibbs is 
assisting in the production 
by attempting to familiarize 
students with the equip­
ment, and helping them 
with production techniques.
The girls said the course 
is a great idea, and hope 
Parklands school will have 
something similar to offer 
when they enrol at the 
beginning of the next school 
year,
Glen Meadows Curling 
Club hosted its second 
annual mixed bonspiel Nov. 
17 and 18, and managed to 
place two of the local rinks - 
in the winner’s bracket.
Three divisions of play 
were sponsored by local 
interests arid as rinks were 
defeated they progressed 
downward from event A, 
through event C.
“A” event winners were 
the A. Carlson rink from 
Victoria, finishing first, 
followed by Len Bland’s 
rink from Glen Meadows. 
Third place went to the 
Carmichael rink of Victoria 
and fourth to Victoria’s 
Abbot rink.
In the "B” event, skip 
Wayne Duncan led his 
Victoria rink to a fir,st place 
finish, followed by the 
Racquet Club’s Armstrong 
rink, the B. Small rink of 
Victoria and the Moe 
Turner rink from Oak Bay.
Ray Benwell skipped his 
Racquet Club rink lo 
victory in the "C” event 
while second place went to 
the Gardner rink from Glen 
Meadows, Victoria’s 
Skillings rink placed third
and the Phillips rink, also sponsored the “A’! event 
from Victoria, placed for the spiel. Hotel\Sidney 
fourth. / ^ event: and
Ron Gardner, the second Sparling Real , Estatev-was 
place finisher in event “C”, the sponsor for everit ‘‘C’’.
■ SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
: 97@6 - 2n€i: Sfreef ■ ; 
FAMILY BUTCHER SHOP
WE DO FREEZER PACKS - FREEZER ORDERS -
656-7535
as was James Redfern, who 
commands blinding speed 
afoot, and showed just 
what he could do when he 
had need of it.
Division 7, Peninsula 
Warriors, battled to a 2-1 
victory over the Oak Bay 
Barbarians, on goals by 
Mark Connally and Darren 
Sam.
Conally’s goal came on a 
pass from Glen Donnally 
and Trevor Skakun, while 
the winner, by Sam, was a 
deflection of Doug Scott’s 
corner kick.
Weekend Record; Div. 4 
Cougars 12 - Gorge Royals 
0; Thunderbirds 5 - JdeF 
Sooke Forest Prod. 1.
Div. 5 Dolphins 2 - 
Bays/United Pembertons 6.
Div. 6 Hornets 1 - L.H. 
Cedar Hill Esso 1; Cobras 1
- Gorge Buccaneers 6.
Div. 7 Eagles 0 - Gordon 
Hd. Stockers 0; Warriors 2
- Bays/United Barbarians
Div. 8 Kickers 0 - L.H. 
Buckle Electric 4; Steelers 5
- Gordon Hd. Cosmos 0; 
Rovers 0; - Gorge Buc­
caneers 1; Leopards 0 - 
Bays/United O.B. Hdware 
6:
Div. 9 Whitecaps 0 - 
Prospect Lk. Pirates 2; 




D 'A ngelo Photogj'aphy
Is now taking appointments for the holiday




626 Esquimjit Rd. 
383-8515

















2354 Beacon Ave. 656-4634
VITAMIN SALE
J0% OFF 
Nov, 22, 23, & 24
(Double Discount to Sr. Citizens)
ond
G; a s. INDUSTRIES LTD
fake pleasure in Inf reducing ■
(FORMERLY THE MARIAGER CONVERTER)
Thank You.
for your confidence in my re-election 
in Central Saanich.













1x12 K.D. SPRUCE 90^ f
nouN. 
£J A'
2x4 UTIL, Old Stock [









r rtf.:', ■ ■
4x4 ROUGH CEDUR 35* '"'
ZONOLITE REG, $3.75 BAG 






Gift Sets for Christmas Giving
7 Piece Nut drivers set____ ____ off
7 Piece screw driver set 
Multipurpose Toolset 
13 Pc. Drill set
t " :
5 Pc. Combination Wrench Set





OR IF IN DOUBT





2046 KEATING X RD. 65M121
serving THE PENINSULA WITH A FULL 
WANfJF, OF BUILDING SUPPLIES.
Thcrc'tJ a tremendous waste of heal and poicntiuil 
heat, in the normal oiicn fireplace. Tlic Fiiullay 
Insert, one of our comfort systems, converls an 
open fireplace into a beaullful, efiicicnl, con-
vcclion heal exchanger. Burning wood, It quickly 
pays for itself With the normally wasted heat it 
saves. TIuiic's only radiant .Itcui, not heat cir­
culation, from an open fire.
SEE FOR YOURSELF at
SIDNEY FIREPLACE
9788 - 2nd St., Sidney
9-b Mon. to Sat '
656-3831








Beef. Bone In (*6.37 kg). ...











Steak or Roast. Boneless 
Beef (*5.93 kg)...... Grade
Steak or Roast.
Boneless Beef M 











Quick QstS Robin Hood. 2.25 kg bog
iargaririe Blue Bonnet - •
Orange Juice AAinute Maid Froxon 12.5 fl. ox. [356 mt] contolnor
^ . u Northern Gold
Granola Bars Asst'd. Flavours. Pkg. of 6-2's
Ice Milk Bars
T n E Shells ft Soosonings
I aCO raK 4.5 ox [123g] pkg. .....
Medium Eggs luceme,... ....... Canodo Grade
nira'kri Skylark. 100% Whole Wheot, 60% Whole Wheat, n J 
DreaU White 24 ox. 1680g] liked loaf • • < -. ■ - • • - •' ’ ’' ^
, rt SnowStof|C6 Cream Afsorted .
I 'A'“ ■ ^"MMcerne,yOUr GrBani Anorted flavouri SOOg tub ■ ■ * • • ■ • ■
rk:il Town Houie. Plain, Ooirlkor ^1*1Llllll rICKIOS PotsklOgorkt.40fl.ox. n<S6Ll |ar ..............
B A I Parly PriderrClZBlS Anorted. 8.8 ox. [280fl) pkg.. .....................sJJp
Ground Coffee ......... •
Sweet Mixed Pickles 55 ......
Edam Cheese
Cream Cheese
30ox. [851olPka. ............... ............
Lucerne
8 ox. (327gJ pkg. •............. ■ ■....
U« Peak Frean. Arrowroot 400q a Nice [397g],
pISCUIIS Digestive or shortcake 15 ox. (425ol pkg. .............
and^mir "flurrySouee.
uWIBcl mIIU 'wWUI iJaUb.B ,.^,1^] ly II.
Lucerne Egg Nog i . .
Bathroom Tissue ?J'ry*A..ort.d ;;
Paper Towels












INSTANT PEAR SWEET STRAWBERRY GARBAGE


































"Buy it all and Save", Approx. Weight 12 lb.
[$5.44 kg], Grade "A" lb.........................................£La^^
Breaded Chicken ao
Manor House Pre-cooked Fz. 5 lb. [2.27 kg] pkg.
Mini Pizza ° $-| oa
Totinos. Cr-r-rispy. Frozen. Pepperonl. 360g pkg. ^
Fresh Deluxe Pizza ^
Snock»ry.700g pkg. 12" tlzo.............. .....................
Sliced Side Bacon j-
Skinless Wieners s-s -sn
Sausage sticks - *
Soloway Ant'd. vorietlM. 2401. [679gl pkg............
Liver Chubs
Schnoldsm. Atsol'd. Varieties. 8 oz. [227g] pkg. . ... ff 3
Luncheon Meats cm
Thin Sliced. Safeway Asst'd. Varieties70g pkg. 0^
Dinner Sausage ‘jq
Supreme Pizza
McCoInt, Froion 12” 24 oz [679gl elie •••••....
BOi ELESS , 
Di i i Ei fliiS
Burns
Heat and Serve 
Ciy-0-vac Vz’s
*5.26 kg)






[454g] carton ■ each
Fruit Cocktail
Jellied ■
12 oz. [34Qg] carton . • ■ •







Your Choice . . . . . . ^ . ibs
100 ml tube.
BATH BEADS
Softlcgue 16 oz. [454g] pkg. 
or Body on Tap 
Shampoo Asst'd. 225 mL 
or Ban Roll On Deodorant 
75,mL. Your Cholco ...... ##•••••••*
ORANGES *100 GRAPES Cn
4
California Navel #11 H Green Calmeria ■ El
New Crop Hi California Grown HUI HUHI
No. 1 Grade ..... ...........^4^ No. 1 Grade. .. (*1.51 kg)
BEER STEIN
Vienna Glass
16 fl. oz. (454 mL) .....each
PHOTO 'COPY PRINTS'I
4
Copies of any original print 
Including Polaroid or Kodak 
Instant plcturei.
Recolvea 3'4" X *’4" 
colour print.. te« ••«.#«««••»«•«• .each
Potatoes
lb.
Gem No, 1 Grade 10
YcHTIS No. IGrode [$1.07kfl].lb.
B.C. Grown
First of the season Genuine 
Japanese Oranges are now 
available at Safeway
Brussels Sprouts >b.
Southern Sun Unswoetoned 32 (I. oi,
Orange Juice XiTJr
■ i..
Cactus Plants Jt: ""'
orBok Choy
ClHl CollfornloGrown
OUI tUlllljf [53cko] Ibt,








Prices Effective November 19 - 25
in your Friendly, Courteous
Sidney Safeway Store
Suld ill tebll Quaiililie!. Only,
We rescnie the right to limit Quantities
• IB4Iasid a little Mt more




Reading every Thursday a^rnopni
Canadian Industries Ltd. 
is currently blasting in 
certain areas of its James 
Island property, and is a 
move to ensure that 
grounds formerly used for 
e.xplosives manufacture will 
be completely free of ex­
plosives residues, says a 
company spokesman.
The work is expected 
take one to two months.
The islatid - will remain 
closed to the public for 
reasons of safety because it
is still used as an explosives' 
storage and shipping depot, 
being ideally situated for 




The Public V/orks Committee will be 
discussing possible amendments to the 
Soil Removal By-Law at the next 
meeting - Monday, November 26, 1979 
at 7:30 P.M. in the Municipal Hall. 
Those interested are invited to attend.
F.B. DURRAND 
Clerk/Administrator
A 31-year-old North Saanich woman 
and her 17-month-old son killed in the 
Oct. 15 traffic accident On Birch Road 
died instantly on impact, concluded 
pathologist Dr. Frank Berry at last 
week’s opening of the coroner’s inquest 
into themishap.
The mother was found pinned bet­
ween the front of a truck and a utility; 
pole near:her home while her infant son 
was found dead close by her.
The inquest, which began Nov. 14 at 
Sidney municipal hall, , continues to 
' night (Wednesday, Nov: 21). Berry 
testified that the woman died as a direct 
result of shock, hemmorhaging, and 
multiple fractures and injuries including
extensively to the skull and brain.
Her Tight arm was almost completely 
severed, he said.
The child died as a result of a broken 
neck, said the pathologist.
In addition, an RCMP witness, Cst; 
Martin Stinka, said a study of the ac­
cident site led him to believe the truck 
driven by William VEllis of 3-3099 
Paisley, Victoria, was easfbound^ cm 
Birch and went off the road about 50 
metres back of the utility pole. ,
Two senior RCMP accident analysts 
testified that there was no indication of 
skid marks.




TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
still only from $21.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
•“ at no extra cost.
Free parking
Downtown location
Weekly, monthly & family 
rates
For brochure and resorvntlons write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
>4S Hotniiv SI,. Vane duvet, B,C. ViZ IVl'or I'hanit area S04.M7.6ZSI.
Central Saanich council abruptly 
rejected an accusation of discrimination 
by Genstar Development Company in its 
long-running battle with municipal 
legislators over development of the 
company’s Tod Inlet property.
“That no action be taken on the letter 
received from Genstar Development Co. 
regarding Bylaw 569 as the letter speaks 
to a zoning matter that has been dealt 
with by council and it should be noted 
that the alleged di.scrimination has no 
basi.s in fact," said council's rebuttal 
which was ratified Monday night at 
council.
The resolution pointed out the area in
question is, without doubt, en­
vironmentally, sensitive and council is 
correct in placing these lands, with 
others previously designated, as 
“development permit areas."
The onus lies with the property owner 
and potential developer to show that 
council’s assumption is incorrect, the 
resolution added. If it felt this to be the 
case it should have made the fact known 
at the public hearing held some weeks 
ago.
The resolution was passed 
unanimously and without comment by 
aldermen.
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
ZONING BYLAW
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Notice is hereby given that all persons who deem 
ihemselves to be affected by the proposed 
amendments to the Zoning Bylaw No, .345, 1969. 
will be afforded an opporliirilty to be heard on the 
mailers contained ihcrein before the Council of 
the Town of Sidney ai a Public Hearing to be held 
in the Council C3uimbers, Town Hall, 2440 
Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B.C, on Monday, 
November 26ih, 1979, at 7:30 p.m.
A copy of the proposed bylaw may be inspected at 
Ihe Town Hall, Sidney, B.C. from Monday to 
ITiday between ihc hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m.
The effect of this bylaw will be to amend the 
Zoning Bylaw as follows;
IIYI.AW NO. 665
a) To increase the height limiiation on buildings 
in tlic B.l Residential Zone from 25 feet lo 30 
feet.
b) To delete certain obsolete sections of the 
Zoning Bylaw.
c) To amend the site rcqtiifemenis of the Service 
Station zone.
Dated at Sidney, B.C. this 14ih dav of November, 
1979.
G.S. Logan, A.C,I.S.,C,M.C, 
Town Administrator
• WATCHMAKHRS





& RING REPAIRS. 
BEACON PI.A/,A MALI, 
Sidney, B.C. 656-60U
ANNOUNCBMBNT
.Senspray Properlles Ltd. Is pleased lo weleonu- 
hiiek Ken Poskiil to the Beni Esfnle .slnff, A 
SUUHK euergellc sulesinim who can he an «d- 
vimfttiie lo your piirehnsliiKtir selllnHol properly. 
.Seasprny ulso glveM you the exehislve service of 
Hoiiie.s lor living iielwoi k. A nnii|ue o|iporiiinlly 










Brent Town,send, a 
protection technologist for 
B.C, Hydro, recently 
purchased a home in 
Brentwood and moved in 
two weeks ago.
' In honor of his arrival, 
local vandals entered his 
premises last week and 
removed some $800 worth 
of his belongings, including 
n colleclion of foreign 
coins,
Most of the items arc 
identifiable, said Town­
send, since he had joined 
tlie neighborhood watch 
program in Surrey, B.C., 
and had his social insurance 
number Inscribed on many 
of his belongings,
.Since Townsend's job 
requires knowledge of 
electronics, he has been 
toying with the idea of 
insinlline n biirolnr alarm 
.system, but for the present, 
might simply purchase u 
“very large dog**1 
Central T'aanich police 
did not appear too op­
timistic regarding tli« 




By BE A BOND
Recently I had the opportunity to read part of the 
Nov. 14, 1929 issue of the Saanich Peninsula and Gulf 
Islands Review and thought some of the business firms 
and prices might be interesting, in comparison to 
today:
^ H.A. McKillican was a realtor on Beacon Avenue 
and offered “a six-room house with one acre. Best of 
garden soil. Shade, apple and peach trees, shrubbery 
and lawn. City water, light and telephone. Close to 
nice sandy beach on paved road. $2,500. Terms”.
Also, ‘‘Two acres on Birch Road - $450; good lots - 
$50 and up, and Residential beachfront lots and 
acreage $350.00 and up.”
Bazan Bay Cash Store: Australian bleached sultanas
- 2 lbs. for 25 cents; Australian currants, recleaned, 2 
lbs. for 25 cents; clear honey - 5 lb. tin 79 cents.
People’s Supply Store (Beacon Ave. at .4th) Libby’s 
Mincemeat, 35 cents per jar; Dried pears, 69 cents per 
lb.
Sidney Bakery: Fancy short cookies 25 cents per 
dozen!
J.F. Simister (Beacon Ave. opposite Post Office): 
‘‘All makes men’s underwear and women’s silk un­
derwear, hosiery and lace collars.”
Holland’s Meat Market: “Town deliveries twice 
daily; country delivery once daily. ’ ’
Copeland and Wright (foot of Beacon Ave.): 
‘‘Engineers, machinists and boat-builders. Shell 
Marine Service Station (located on deep water on end 
of our wharO Gas 25 cents gal.
Sidney Lumber Co. (Mr. Frost)“Ask about built-in 
conveniences for your home.”
Mounce Feed Co. ‘‘Hay, grain, flour, feed, seeds or 
fertilizer”.
Sidney Freight Service (Brethour and Shade) ‘‘Coal
— immediate delivery”.
Goddard and Co. (Mfrs. A-K boiler fluid — 
Preserves all metals in steam boilers on land or sea.”
Local Meaf Market (A. Harvey) Table Butter - 2 
pounds 95 cents; Pork sausage 25 cents pound; boiling 
fowl 28 cents pound.
Cowell’s Meat Market (3rd St. Sidney) ‘‘We deliver 
every day”.
Samuel Roberts (Beacon Ave.) ‘‘Insurance of all 
kinds”.
J. B. Storey ‘‘Wood delivered, general haulage, 
roofs shingled.”
Sparling‘‘Real Estate and Insurance.”
J. Bosher and Son ‘‘Landscape and jobbing gar­
deners.’’.
New Method Laundry ‘‘Laundry returned 7 cents 
pound everything washed and all flat work ironed. ’ ’ 
Dominion Hotel (Victoria) offered 200 rooms (100 
with bath) $ 1.50 and up without bath; $3 and up with 
'hath.-:,
Classified ads mentioned two lots on Beacon Ave. 
for only^$650; nice lot; on Ocean Ave.; all cleared! light 
and telephone $50; arid $1,800 buys nice little horite in 
^Sidney!:-'"
Were those“the good old days”? (or just a few 
weeks after the stock market crash!)
The design and 
manufacturing rights for a 
fireplace invented by a local 
business have been sold to a 
national firm which will 
immediately begin large- 
scale production in eastern 
Canada,
The Mariager Converter, 
an idea of Sven and Grace 
Mariager, of Piers Island, 
will now be under the 
Findlay name of ‘‘Findlay 
Insert”.
Bruce Priitic, of Sidney 
Fireplace, said the Mariager 
Converter actually began 
two years ago as a 
"backyard business” and a 
store — Sidney Fireplace —
was opened only a year ago 
to market the fireplace.
In that single year more 
than 700 fireplaces have 
been sold locally ■— a rate 
of nearly two a day.
Apparently the idea is so 
sound it has attracted a 
national fireplace company 
which now hopes to 
produce 10,000 fireplaces in 
the first year, 20,000 in the 
second, and as many as 
KX),000 in the near future.
Sidney Fircpince will 
retain sole Vancouver 
Island distribution rights 
and will continue to handle 
this obviously "hot item".
nana
NOTICE
To Kcsldcnls of Saanicli Area
C-l-L wishes to notify all residents in areas around 
James l.sland that the company will be blasting on 
the island on a daily basis starting in tnid-Novemlier.
Major sections of the explosives plant on James 
Island were shut down in 1978 and the island Is at 
present used primarily ns a storage and shipping 
depot for explosives and accessories. It is now 
necessary lo ensure that areas where explosives were 
formerly manufactured arc completely free of ex­
plosives residues. TItis will be done by systematically 
blasting former building sites, ditches, etc. It is 
expected the work will take one to two months, To 
minimize disturbance to Saanich residents, all 
blasting will be restricted to 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
week days, Because explosives will still be stored on 
and shipped from the klnrtd, for reasons of srifeivno 
access by the public Is, or can be, permitted,
vVJ (
STORE HOORSs
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 




Home of SUPER eavingsBi
in Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel












Canade Grade A Beef





















CANADA NO. 1 BONELESS

















' ^ twBvsa ■
LB.
CARNATION
HASH BROWN POTATOES 2 lb..
BLUEBERRIES




?im SALMOU CARNATION7'/2 OZ. TIN
180010 tiONEY 21.B.
FRENCH’S 6.5 OZ. 5 VARIETIES
OAMByiiGiB mm'
HOT MOSTiBO
MIN niRNminii^e*if DUTCIIOVENALL PURPOSE FLOUR idkc.
n ABCIIKIC CiOl.DF.N HARVEST 





FLAKE TUNA 6.5 OZ.
STONE WHEAT THINS 2.0Z.
TORTLES ^ <’M0C0LATE
miUlAirAKC SUCCESSTOlvIATClES 28 0Z.TIN
DAUEIIREAKTIMH
C.CIUK8ES Choc. Chip, Oalmcal SOOG; BOX
MINCED MEATiSo"!.’" INSTANT PUDDING 407Tk
RED GLACED CHERRIES iVo/; ^b HOT CHOCOLATE ilbNtSTLES INSTANT
FRUIT MIX iVSz:"'' MAXWELL IIOUSI': $C29
NABOB COFFEE . lb. ek 
JAVEX BLEACH «al.
ARltAftlAC BIIII^P MINUTEMAIDOIIANGE JUICE FROZEN 12 oz.
mtmtk lai nnwrm HIGHLINERCOD FISH IN BATTER 140/..
INSTANT COFFEE .00/.
TOMATO SOUP 4 T,^., 89^
PARKA Y MARGARINE .4 lb i k.
$•(49
RKflAttK AAIRkl In llR own Juice
riWIlKArriB i9oz.tin
PEANUT BUTTER
MIRACLE WHIP I LITHE 
CHEESE SLICES !iIN(!LES2LB.
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As newly elected mayor I thank you 
for such an enthusiastic turn-out at 
the polls.
1 promise to fulfill any obligations 
to you during the next two years to the 






To help , his parents 
celebrate their 25th wedding 
anniversary, Don 
Heggstrom arranged for a 
dinner party for over 60 
guests at Moose Hall, 
Saanichton. Ted and Ruth 
Heggstrom, now living at 
1177 Dignan Road, 
Brentwood Bay, were 
married in Maidstone, 
Saskatchewan on Oct. 28, 
1954. Many visitors came 
from the prairies to help 
them celebrate, including 
Ted’s brother and sister-in- 
law, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
Heggstrom; his sister-in- 
law, Ethel Heggstrom; his 
nephew, and his wife, Mr. 
and Mrs. Walter 
Heggstrom, and nephew 
Glen; also Ruth’s brother 
and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Pike.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. William 
ChattertOn of 6704 
Woodward Drive returned, 
home recently after a seven- 
week holiday in eastern 
Canada. They visited Mrs. 
Chatterton’s sister and 
niece in Ottawa for two 
weeks, relatives in Niagara 
Falls, and visited Winnipeg, 
Toronto and Montreal. A 
highlight of their holiday 
was a two week stay with a 
nephew and his wife in Port 
Haksbury where their 
nephew is employed as a 
pilot for oil super tankers 
on the Atlantic.,
* *'•
Highlight for TOPS BC 
980 in October was their 
Hallowe’en costume party 
held in Brentwood United 
: Church Hall on Oct. 29 > 
Leader Judy Wuolle had a 
programme of old 
fashioned Hallowe’en 
games prepared, and the 
costumes were a triumph,
Best loser for October 
was Florence McKevitt, 
runner-up was Martha 
McKecknie. A featherlite 
charm was won by Dolly 
Hamilton, and attendance 
charms were won by Joyce" 
Armour, Marg Brown, 
Molly Essery, Martha 





Neil Horth s love affair
with libraries
1
PEOPtES PRlffi MSRT^ 7855 E, Saanich Rd. 
Saanichton, B.C. will cease busineto on
OUR PRESCRIPTION RECORDS WIU BE TRANSFERRED TO:
PHARAAACY,
7181 W. SAANICH RD.,
Brentwood Bcgy, B.C. 652->1@21




Message to the Residents of North Saanich
May l congratulate and thank all of you who took part in the municipal 
election; the voters, the candidates, the media, the officials.
The most creditable turn-out of votOns docs you great credit and makes the 
mandate a sound and strong one. 1 thank you for your support and for the 
confidence you have placed in me. Now, I look forward to addressing each of the 
issues I raised during the campaign. May I reiterate my intention to be both 
accessible and accountable to all of you.
1 would like to thank my fellow candidates for their sincere commitment to our 
community and to congratulate the new council. I look forward to working with 
you. I appreciate the considerate and thoughtful reception I received during my 
all too limited travels around the district. I intend to continue this dialogue. 
Thunk you all for your kind reception, your attention and your intcrcst ln tlie 
issues,'."'/_
Sincerely"
“JVo community worth its salt 
should be without a first class 
public library’*—Nell Horth
Nell Horth is a self-confessed fanatic when it comes 
to libraries in general and the Sidney-North Saanich 
library in particular.
She has been a prominent proponent of libraries on 
the local, regional and provincial scenes — both in an 
official and unofficial capacity.
This year she is stepping down from her position as 
North Saanich council’s representative on the Van­
couver Island Regional Library Board.
“1 feel the time has come for someone else to take 
up the reins,” she said in an interview this week. 
Instead, she will work with the recently formed 
Friends of the Library Association — ‘‘a group of 
citizens from the community who are interested in a 
close relationship between the library and the public it 
serves.”
She feels she has worked long enough in an official 
capacity to give way to new blood. And she’s right.
Mrs. north’s association with the local library 
began during the 1966 municipal elections when she 
campaigned for a community library.
“A referendum was carried with a substantial 
majority, and I was elected to the first North Saanich 
council at the same time.”
She didn’t do it alone by any means though. ‘T 
should pay tribute to Mrs. Susan Thuillier, who played 
a prominent part in this campaign and who eventually 
became our first library custodian.”
In addition, there was “a group of people in the 
community who wanted to get it going. We wapted a 
library out here and we didn’t care how we got into it 
as long as we got into it.”
The group was initially turned down by the Greater 
Victoria Library, and only approached the Vancouver 
Island Regional Library (VIRL) as a second choice.
They were accepted and now Mrs. Horth does not 
hold any regrets. “In the long run it proved the best 
deal of all, both financially and in terms of library 
'service.”'
Thus, the present addition to Sanscha Hall was built 
14 years ago with the assistance of a Centennial grant.
But now it has outgrown itself, says Mrs. Horth. 
“All the problems which can accrue to a library which 
has outgrown its facility are now evident in the 
operation here.
“The circulation, for example, has /grown from 
80,000 items to approximately 170,000 this year. That 
is the largest increase yet attained.
. “Shelving has increased three tijmes/ 'fli^building is" 
now ■chdck-a-bl6ck' with"bboiis,'*'sheiv^,^agazines, 
pocket books, newspapers, etc., and yet does not have 
the capacity that is needed Tor thje /number of 
■•borrowers. /./''"''■■;/.: :■•/ ./„/.■://'
“ And let me assure you the library is well used. We 
are the third largest user per capita on the whole 
island; behind only Nanaimo and Port Alberni.”
She adds that though the staff is very helpful, there 
just isn’t the room. “The staff room is a cubby hole 
which is also used for the telex system.”
There is no proper space for a children’s hour, she 
said, which is “so popular in most libraries.”
“We have only two tables and 12 chairs and no 
room for any more. There is no space for over-sized 
books and only minimum space for large print books.
“We have only 130 foreign books—- including 
French; all because of lack of space. In fact, we have 
twice as many books' available to us but dpn’t have 
anywhere to put them.”
During the last two years many municipalities 
throughout the province have built new libraries, 
including island centres like Qualicum Beach, Comox, 
Duncan, Gold River and Port Hardy, she said.
“It’s time we looked at enlarging our space, the cost 
of which could be borne three ways: between Sidney,
Library cmtpdimi Mary^Rodd [iefi\ arid Meil Horth examine ne w 
of Sidney library, ‘■
North Saanich and the provincial government.”
Then, she pointed out, the local branch could really 
take adva;ntage of the more than 350,000 volumes in 
the VIRL. “The importance of having access to over 
350,000 volumes on all subjects cannot be over­
stressed.
But perhaps Mrs. Horth’s biggest accomplishment 
— at least as she sees it — is her work to get the 
provincial government to allocate library funds on a 
more equitable basis.
“As Vancouver Island representative I was able to 
approach the prc)vincial government with factual 
figures which resulted in a more satisfactory allocation 
of funds.”
Nell Horth was also responsible in part for the 
formation of the B.C, Library Trustees Association in 
1976. She said the move to form their own association 
actually began in 1967 at a Prince George meeting.
“A small group of library trustees within the B.C. 
Library Association, led by trustee Alex Smith from 
the VIRL and strongly supported by me, initiated a
move to form a free standing B.C. Library Trustees 
Association.”
But the move met with some opposition from 
members of the BCLA — mostly from non-trustees. 
So approval was given to form a section within the 
BCLA on the basis that trustees would only be a 
section of a mostly employees association.
“Further events proved the move was not a suc­
cess,” said Mrs. Horth, “and finally the trustees 
broke away from the BCLA in 1976.”
Nell Horth was instrumental in drawing up the 
constitution of the new BCLTA — which still stands 
today.
She has, of course, been presented with awards 
noting her work with the libraries — including 
honourary life memberships in both the BCLA and the 
BCLTA.
But for now Nell Horth wants to step down to spend 
a little more time on the local scene — where no doubt 





Now. 24,1979 at 1:00 P.M. 
Pauquachin Hall,
9050 West Saanich Rd.
Everyone welcome, No ndmission charge. Come enjoy our Pow- 
Wow Songs nnd War Dancing by Sun Dance Club. Oui special 
guMii' Cowlchnn flfunce group: Cnme enjoy'' their ' fioncf? and 
'danclng.^ -
REFRESHMENTS
Hot l>ogs, Haihburgcis, CUim Cliowder, ColTce, Soft drinks
ByMARYKIER.4NS
In his lively nnd witty book, It Takes a I.ong Time to 
Decomc Young, Carson Kanin argues a strong case for 
maturity nnd experience.
l ie deplores mandatory retirement — a system which 
he feels wastes the vast accumulated wisdom nnd 
energies of mature people. His book is a tcsilmony to 
the strength, vigor nnd knowledge which older people 
enn and do possess,
Modern science has enabled more people to live 
longer, yet our attitudes toward senior citizens arc slow 
to change. We nre guilty of stereotyping, un­
derestimating nnd neglecting the needs of this large 
minority group.
“Activity docs not wenr out the human ninchine nnd 
spirit; inactivity does,” writc.s Kanin. Forced early 
retirement ranks ninth among the top 40 stress 
producers in North America. Statistics reveal such 
niurming figuros as these: that the life expectancy of the
average male nfter retirement is 30 to 40 months; and 
that one-third of ail marriages shattered following 
retirement,
The author relates stories about people who have 
refused lo accept “statutory senility”, The book is filled 
with anecdotes about people who have continued to live 
productive, creative lives in their later years. Artist's and 
writers especially, who arc not told to quit at a certain 
age, usually continue to create nnd grow artistically in 
their later years. Some of thc notables he mentions are 
Benjamin Franklin, Picasso, Schweitzer, Chagall nnd 
Einstein,
Kanin’s approach is hard-hitting yet entertaining. His ^ 
arguments speak directly to both young and old 
vividly depicting the need for a revolutionary change in 
our thinking about youth and age,
II Takes n Long Time (o llecnmc Young i.s available 




Central Saanich ns n 
tourist area?
Why not, .said aldermen 
on Monday night ns they 
considered the possibility of 
developing the area’s 
potential, It hn.s more than 
200 acres zoned tourist- 
commercial, includes some 
of the finest waterfront and 
scenery In the country and 
Is adjacent to world-famous 
Buichnrt Gardens,
A LETTER OF THANKS
I wish to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to all those who sup­
ported me in the North Saanich Mayoralty election of November 17th,
A SPECIAL THANK YOU to the members of my campaign committee for 
giving RO unselfishly of their lime,
I, along with the rest of the community, will follow with keen Interest, the 
efforts of the iiiembens during their terms of office, There arc many challenges 
ahead of them and 1 wish them well.
With best wishes for a Happy Holiday Season to all I am
. ' ' ■. ' '
'' Voiini sinemly ■
May 1 take this opportunity to express my 
sincere thanks to all the residents of North 
Saanich who iplnccd sufficient faith in my in­
tegrity to give me their vole.
I will do my best to live up to your ex- 
pcciations,
To those good people who lost - thank you for 
being sufficieritly interested to offer your time 
audcffuti,
If 1 could paraphrase • “It is better to have tried' 
and lost than to never to have tried at all."
George Westwood Harold Parrott
'HHMMII
It sUiricd on receipt of a 
letter from a consulting 
firm which l.s carrying out a 
federal-provincial study 
Into the travel-tourist inr 
dustry under a regional 
plan. Included will be briefs 
from separate areas, such as 
Central Saanich, outlining 
tlie possibilities for tourism.
A forum will be held in 
Victoria on Dec. 6 at which 
the subject will be 
discussed. Aid, David Hill 
will represent Central 
Saanich.
Aldermen got quite 
enthusiastic ns they 
discussed the possibilities of 
developing tovirism in the 
community. A rural 
community. Central 
Saanich used to employ 
young people on the farms, 
said Aid. George 
MacFarlane, but no more. 
Farming had gone 
tneclinnicul.
The development of a 
tourist Industry might be a 
source of lobs for mnnv 
young people who needed 
work, The futuc of young 
people in the municipality 






















All GREENWARE 10% Off
Specials on Jacquelyn Trans-Tints, 
Decals & Hanovia Products.
CLEARANCE of USED ISOLDS
Thurs., Fri., 94:30 
& Sat, 10:00-3:00 
Nov. 22, 23 & 24
TWO BARGES PURCHASED from Seattle by Van Isle Marina 
of Harbour Road, Sidney, will be used as breakwater and for
moorage at north end of marina on D-dock. Barges measure 130 
feet by 30 feet and draw 10 feet of water.








The ever-recurring and 
always troublesome 
problems of dangerous 
road and highway in-' 
tersections came up again 
Monday night at a meeting 
of Saanich school board.
It was decided to place a 
traffic guard at the in­
tersection of McTavish and 
East Saanich Road and to 
write North Saanich council 
asking what had been done, 
if anything, to get a traffic 
light at that intersection.
At the same time, said 
trustee Roy Hyndman, 
something should be done 
about having the speed limit 
reduced on McTavish. ,At 
the present time, the board 
was told it was 70 koh. *
Co-chairman of the 
parents’ auxiliary, San- 
sbury-McTavish, Elaine 
Sigurdson, wrote to say that 
what was needed was a 
sidewalk along McTavish 
from East Saanich Road to 
Creswell, reduction of the 
speed limit to 50 kph, in­
stallation of a flashing light 
at the crosswalk in front of 
McTavish School and 
painting of a pedestrian 
crosswalk dt the East 
Saanich-McTavish in­
tersection.
The parents’ group will 
be kept informed.
The contentious question 
of increasing thd number of 
bus stops on West Saanich ' 
Road, which has been a 
headache; to the ctrati- 
sportatipn section of: the 
district administratipn for 
weeks, was not resolved, as
expected at Monday night’s 
meeting but once more 
delayed on a tabling 
motion.
Championing the cause 
of the parents who want 
more stops on the road, 
Hyndman said it was a 
question of balancing two 
risk situations. Was the risk 
greater having children 
walk along the road to bus 
stops greater than that 
incurred in having the bus 
stop at spots which did not 
meet all the criteria for 
safety?
He felt the hazard was 
greater i f children had to 
walk along West Saanich 
Road which is narrow in 
spots and had no shoulder.
;v -The J districts ad­
ministration, including 
; Marilyn Dew who looks
after transportation, felt 
differently. She and her 
superior, outside 
superintendent Hans 
Schneider, had observed the 
scene, trustee . Walter 
Tangye said, and concluded 
the bus should not stop at a 
location at about 8300 West 
Saanich because it was 
dangerous.
In support of their 
decision Tangye quoted 
from the transportation 
guidebook supplied by the 
provincial department of 
education, which says it is 
best if a bus pulls off the 
highway before making a 
pick-up and that the advice 
of local police should be 
. asked..''.' .'V'::;'’';
Cen Police
Sgt. R.D. ..Yujll was cbn- 
sulted inspected the site and 
agreed with administration
the bus should not stop 
there.
That was enough for 
Trustee Gerry Kristianson. 
1 f the police advised against 
a certain course of action, 
he said, the board would be 
Irresponsible to flout the 
advice — it might, in fact, 
be legally responsible if an 
accident occurred.
Tangye was also worried 
about precedent. If the 
administration was 
overruled on this matter, he
said, every parent who 
wanted his child picked up 
at any point would have a 
claim on the board. The bus 
system was strained to the 
limit now and a serious of 
unscheduled stops would 
make it do something it was 
never designed for.
Ms. Dew and the bus 
transportation people had 
spent a lot of time and 
effort on this problem, 
Tangye said, and should be 
supported.
2354 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. 656-5212














Another Ardmore Drive 
resident has approached 
North Saanich council 
about the supply of piped 
water to the Ardmore 
community.
K.A.C. Clarke, 9150 
Ardmore Drive, told 
council in a letter dated 
Nov. 5, 1979, that there are 
a number of reasons to 
supply piped water to 
Ardmore residents.
Clarke said there is a 
wide variance in wells 
throughout the Ardmore 
area resulting in the 
lowering of the water table, 
variation in recovery rate; 
hardness and disagreeable 
taste; and insufficient 
pressure.
“Apart from the per­
sonal inconveniences 
suffered by some of the 
ratepayers," said Clarke,
“there are other factors 
that should be of genuine 
concern to all residents 
from the standpoint of 
health and safety.’’
He said that with in­
creased building in the area 
contamination of the water 
.supply is inevitable.
Clarke also pointed to the 
need for adequate fire 
protection and said it 
demands that there be a 
constant adequate water 
supply in close proximity to 
all parts of Ardmore. This 
can only be properly 




10:00 a.m. to 4r:00 p.nl. 
to Preview 




•DoorPriiPs (at Second St.)Door Prizes .
visit
Mrs. Joan Racside, 
author of The Train that 
Got Lost, and The Train 
That Ran Away and her 
son, Adrian, well known 
illustrator and cartoonist, 
visited Saanichton school 
Nov, 1 and explained the 
development of writing and 
producing a book along 
with the printing process. 
By means of an overhead 
projector, a screen and his 
pen, Adrian Racside drew 
many of his delightful 
characters during the visit.
A reading was held Nov. 
6 when nature poet, John 
Wninscott, read from hl.s 
book “Furred and 
leathered People”. 
Children were lhlcrc,stcd as 
VVaimscotl described ex­
periences with dogs and 
cats, wild animals nnd 
birds, and read sitort poems 
about titem.
Mrs, Ocri Ren, school 
librnrlait, liopi««! InrnI 
authors will continue visits 
since the response from 
student* ha* been so en- 
ihusiflsile.
Sidney Veterinary Service
OR. E.I.. DANE, D. V.M.
■' ' &
DR.M.S.DAHL,D.V.M.
LargeA Small Animals 
2327 Beacon Ave.
h'Tbe OFITCKHODHS
Beacon Plaza Phone Mon.-FH. 9-12 a.m.
656-395$ |.Sp.m.Mall 
Sidney, B.C. Sat, 9*12 a.m.
Discover fhe Practical 





71) 5 West Saanich Rd.
I 652.1711 FROM FRANCE
During the coming two year.*) I .shall do 
my level bc.st to further the intcrc,sts of 






My sincere thanks to the clcctor.s who 
Itad confidence in me and re-clcctcd me 
to the office of school (ru.siee forCenlrnl 
.Saanich.


















Immaculate 3 bedroom 
home built in 1970. ‘L’ 
shaped living and dining 
room, eating area in kit­
chen, 1 Vi baths up, big 
sundeck. Down is a self 
contained 1 Br. suite plus a 
rec room. 2 Fireplaces, 
separate garage, huge 
parking area etc. You will 
be impressed with this home 
the moment you see it. Well 
priced at $79,500.
NO STEPS . 
Located, close ,to schools 
and the Sen. Citizens 
Centre. 3 bedroom 
bungalow. Area is over 
1150 sq. ft. separate utility 
room. Deck off the kitchen. 
Ideal retirement home or 
starter. Asking $54,900.
BUILDING LOTS
1) . 5 Acre lot on Tsaykum 
Rd. 1 block from Pat Bay. 
Water is in. Has not been 
perc tested. Beautiful oak 
trees, Asking $32,000.
2) .5 acre lot at Ardmore 
Dr. and Falkirk. Well is 
already in, Passed perc in 
1976. Lovely treed setting.
:^.$32,800.yj';,:V;.'|''::'::^;'
3) .90 acre lot on Dalkeith 
Rd. Beautifully treed. Road
^ ^lot in at present but plans 
are underway. Assumable 






Sidney, B.C. 656-1154 
SIDNEY
BAZAN BAY 
If you are looking for a well' 
built home with out­
standing views, well lan­
dscaped acre, attractive, 1 
bedroom in-law suite with 
fireplace, double carport, 
this 2 bedroom, 1400 sq. ft. 
of spaciousness is for you. 
Yours for less than 
$100,000. Exclusive.
SIDNEY 
Don’t miss seeing one of j 
Sidney’s finest homes. Over ! 
1500 sq. ft. with 3 spacious 
bedrooms, the living & 
dining rooms separated by 
floor to ceiling rock 
fireplace. Large one 
bedroom in-law suite on 
lower level. Has many more 
features. Asking $78,500. 
Exclusive.'





TATLOW & LAUREL 
V* - 1 ac. parcels on south 
slope. Treed and cleared, 
from $26,500 
Karel Drost , 656-2427
SEAVIEW
Unique .7 ac. property 
onCurteis Point, with 
magnificent scaview. Level 
building site, watermain. 
$49,900.
Karel Drost 656-2427 
SIDNEY 
COMMERCIAL 
2 lots 54x100 level, cleared, 
close to Beacon. $79,000. 
Karel Drost 656-2427 
SEAVIEW 
Large 5 bedroom family 
home set on- .48 acre lot 
Municipal water and well 




lEATHER COAT now, $200;
Muscrot (acket as now« $250: G.E. 
stoinless steel coffee perk, $25: hand 
mixer, $10: G.E. & Proctor SIlox Iron. 
$8 each. 652-2507. 47
GOOD USED FURNITURE and 
miscollanoous for sale. Sidney Nearly 
New Old ft Antiques. 9781 - 2nd 
Avenue, Sidney, B.C. 656*3511. 49
SAANICH ORCHARDS — McIntosh 
and Spartan apples kept crackling 
fresh In cold storage. Open Dolly. 
652-7009 tf
DOORS! B.C.‘s lowest prices!
Pfohung interior, $19.90; solid ex­
terior prehung, $49; ponelled doors, 
$39: deodbolt locks. $9.90: closet bi- 
folds, $11.90: Canada's largest 
selection. Write or phone for further 
information Walker Door Ltd., 266- 
7211. 1366 S.W. Marine Dr., Van­
couver V6P 5Z9 or 985*9714, 1589 
Garden Ave., N. Vancouver V7P 3A5.
33*tf
AMWAY PRODUCTS COfWE TO YOU. 
Sotisfaction guaranteed or your 
money back. Phone 656*5841. 47
GARAGE SALE. Nov. 24 ond 25. 8 
o.m. (10021 Chicory, off of Henry). 
656-1835. Old consol radio, 1950 
record play-er, tools, paintings 
jewelry, stereo component set. old 
dolls, furnace and Oster kitchen 
centre and miscelloneous. 47
BASEMENT SALE — Ardmore oreo 
855 Dogwood Road. Sot., 24th and 
Sun. 25th. 11:00-5:00 p.m. Garden 
tools, Xmos decorations, 2 book­
cases, golf clubs, clothes. 47
LUSTROUS GREY LAMB COAT, black 




Located' j us t south of 
V^dhey we have a 7.50 acre 
property.; Current zoning- 
allows for 2 acre lots. The 
property not only offers 
seaylews but also has a 
small section on the ocean. 
The house is a 3 br. 
bungalow with attached 
carport and garage. This is 
a unique opportunity for 
so'tneone. $140,000.
JOHN BRUCE 







New contemporary design, 
nestled among the trees, 
three bedrooms, master 
ensuite, double drive-in 
garage, thermal windows, 
built-in dishwasher plus 




DIRECT FROM BUILDER 
Brand Now 
$55,900
Three bedrooms, carport, Thermo 
Windows. Heavy Insulation, 
Heotllator fireplace, two blocks from 
shopping, five year warranty, for 
, more information phono Mike 656* 




Quality built, family home 
on a nice wooded lot (.9 
acre) — four bedrooms, 
den, family room, two 
bathroqms, rec room, over 
2,000 sq. ft. finished.
656-3675 Jim Cowley; 
T^U. Mann & Assoc? ?
ESTATE AND GARAGE SALE, Nov. 24 
9 o.m. 2210 Amelia Ave., Sidney.
13' SHUFFLEBOARD TABLE, Included 
various gomes, never been used, as 
new. $535. Phone 656-1151 or 656 
6466 eves. ; 47
3-PC. BED/R. SUITE, c/w box spring 
and mattress. Phone 656*6475. 47
TWO CHILDREN'S BIKES. $40 and $25 
Phone 656-6487.
FRIGIDAIRE 15 CU. FT., $60; twin 
blade B&O electric mower plus 100 ft 
cord, $40. Both items In good con 
ditlon. 656-2202 . 47
FURNITURE REFINISHING and antique 
restoration by museum trained 
professional. Call 383-4413 for free 
estimates, satisfaction guaranteed. 
50
FOR SALE, NEARLY NEW BEAVER fur 
coot, excellent condition, nice Xmos 
present, $350. 656-4039, Sidney. 47
COUCH AND CHAIR, moroon. $150 
couch and choir, green, $75: small 
canister vacuum cleaner, $20. Phone 
656-7416 evenings. .47






rhe largest one stop 
Equipment Rental Yard on 
the Saanich Peninsula.- 
Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.





DOORS I B.C.'S LOWEST PRICES! 
Prehung interior, $19.90; solid ex­
terior prehung. $49; panelled doors, 
$39: deadbolt locks, $9.90: closet 
blfolds, $13.90. Canada's lorgest 
selection. Write or phone for further 
information Walker Door Ltd., 266 
7211. 1366 S.W. Marine Dr., Von- 
couver. V6P 5Z9 or 985-9714, 1589 
Garden Ave.. N. Vancouver V7P 3A5.
38-tf
KNOW YE NOT WHY. We created you 
all from the some dust? That no one. 
should exalt himself over the other.
From tho BAHA'I Writings 
THE BAHA'I FAITH 
656-5&50
PAYING PASSENGER WANTS RIDE to 
U-VIc from Sidney, Monday to Friday. 
Must arrive before 8:30 o.m. Leave 
for home by 4:30 p.m. Coll 656-0329.
47 _________________________
UNWANTED HAIR. Vanished oway 
with Soco-Polo. Saca-Pelo is dif­
ferent. It does not remove or dissolve 
hair from the surfoco, but penetrates 
and retards growth of UNWANTED 
HAIR. Lor*Boer Lobs. Ltd., 9-712 
Robson St., Vancouvor, B.C. V6Z 1A2.
.48 
THE FAMILY OF MRS. ELIZABETH M. 
CONNELL who passed away In 
Saanich Peninsula hospitol on Nov. 
11/79 wish to express their op- 
preciotion to the entire hospital staff 
lor their kindly and loving care of 
Ellzobeth during her long stay there. 
The Christion visiting and comforting 
of Rev. Ivon Putter and Rev. Herb 
Oldfield of St. Stephens church to 
both the potient and fomily gave us 
all strength to face this porting. Also 
our special thanks to the Thursday 
evening prayer group of St. Stephens 
whose friendship, prayers and visits 
exemplified the bibte teoching of 
"Love Thy Neighbour'.
Our thanks also to Dr. A. Weover for 
his kindly consideration for Ellzobeth 
and the family during a trying time. 
We know that from all these com­
forting ministrations Elizabeth died at 
peace with the world and with God. 
47
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it 
year-round, using an aluminum and 
glass greenhousel Write for free 
brochure to B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders. 7323 • 6th St.. Burnaby. B.C. 
V3N 3L2._______________________
INCORPORATE! $100 + filing foes.
We prepore your incorporation 
papers over the phone — fast. For 
more information toll THE LAW 
SHOPPE of JACK D. JAMES, M.B.A. 
LLB. toll-free n2-800-663-3035 (in 
Vancouver area call 687-2442). 





2481 Beacon 656-3951 
REAL ESTATE 
,, , lISSUItANCE 
; SIDNEY - '
Three bedroom towiihousc. 
\Vi baths. Good storage 
area. Fenced yard facing 
southwest. $36,600.00
OPEN HOUSE 




Several brand new suites 
available, take this one for 
example — 2 bdrms, wall to 
wall carpet, colored ap 
pllances, view, beautifully 
decorated, thcrmoglass 
sliding door to balcony, All 




Treed half acre lot with 90’ 
of wiiterfroniugc. 
Sheltered, Good view. Near 









Great family horne in 
Sidney, 3 bedrobnis with 
master ensuite, large kit­
chen, while brick fireplace 
in living room, double 
drive-in garage. Great 
shape with plenty of room 
for expansion down. Well 





TYlirce bedroom home on 
quiet cul-de-sac, spnceous, 
easy care type of home, 
very private fenced yard, 
double carport. Great for 








Affordable Town House 
with U50 sq. fl, of living 
space, 3 bedrooms, bath & 
'/j. Compact kitchen, Patio 
doors off living room to a 
good sized garden. 
I’roperiy is fenced and also 
Itas good .size storage sited. 






CHRISTIAN FAMILY OF 3 looking lor;? 
three bedroom house with firoploca 
& basement In Saanich or Brentwood 
'.area. .■'■. '48
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE would like 
homo near Sidney to' rent 
coretoke. Would bo happy lo slay lor 
winter ond spring months or moke 
longer loose arrangements. 656-1105 
days or 477-6884 evenings. Al
STUDENT IN NEED OF HOUSE or cabin 
In, The country. Few luxuries 
necessary. Messages 478-0998. 47
SINGLE ROOM WITH COOKING 
FACILITIES needed near Inslltute ol 
Ocean Sciences for middle-aged 
single visiting sctonllst. Coll 656- 
8211.47 
WANTED TO RENT: GARAGE, Sidney 
or Soanlchlon area. Phono 652.2290,
'■' 47, V '
BOA~T HOUSE WANTED FOR WINTER. |
40' Inboard with Hying bridge. 656- 
1871 ond 656-2567. ^7
RESPONSIBLE COUPLE looking for 
house lo rent with garage or shod 
sulloblo lor workshop. Will sign 
loose. Roloroncos ovollobla. Coll 303.
, li^,______________  _47
SMALL HOUSE OR SUITE, lurnlshed or 
unlurnlshod, In or near Sidney. 
Required by inolure business couple. 
Coll collect 53V-2052.^7
SANDOWN MOTEL NOW RlNtlNO 
weekly and monthly. Furnished 
deluxe bachelor oporlrnenls with 
kltcheriiiltes. Beoutilul Drrmtwocfd 




Vi Off* I6IS| IW«2t»' new on sole. 
Mills Rfioit ol Wesl Snttnlrh UtMitl City 
woier, Paved roods, Viety olPoiBoy, 
Coll Roy Oemrhuk, Noplko Roolly 
3a»-6a7S, lotol 39(19, »
rOR tAlf ly lUILDIRi this oliiofllvo 
roofti style ham* In Sidney, ('«i*<lo» 
Ims till itmnnel siding wlilt lull brick 
tbliOMry- reoltirei heolllomr FP, 
sunken (Ivlno rnnm with roilnr
beoiTiod inlsod cellino; »bto« 
txsdroomi. bulb ond ansulle; tinsevi 
(Ktrogei sllurtled on o floep Itil with 
•«w»f ond waleri leo glimpses All
thioJorjiit'ilyW'J.'yiWiOSf.'eUfl. 47
OCEAN VIEWS 
ITom tills large, well kept 
home. Sitting on two 55 x 
100 fool lots in Sidney 
Hoibse lias 1484 sq. ft. on 
one floor, Witli 3 llrs, large 
kitchen with built-in oven & 
counter-top stove, deck 
from diningroom, living 
room witli nreplitcc, f.imily 
room. The full buscnicni Is 
dryvvalled & ready for 
ilevelopmeni. You'll find 
many e,xiins tlirbughbut. 
Close to parks and sliop- 




NEW too IQ. FT. OPFiCI SPACE for
lent ol 13,50 per sq. II. Corner of 
Mills Rood and McDonald Park Rd.
656'/201. ____________ ^___ *2
BUTIER BHOTMIM iUPPLIII LTD. Itas 
0 nuntbor ol slorog* lots lor rent, 
Inrh unll lOO'xfSO' will be tented to 
roqulieinenls ol lenoni, Secluded 
ntea oil Koollng X Rood, Ph'one J.S, 
rort\uhaj;_652 • 1121 lor delolls, 52
OFFia or'Set aTup Aci avaiTabTe 
Ottiibor III, 400 Mb It., second floor 
obovo Toronlo Doininitm Bank, M6>
ron EEMi
CHAN, COZY » BEDROOM
bungiiioyy, no pals, '■'t block oil 
Beocon, $309 1’“^ trionlh, I year 
lanso. Reloianfei raqultod, Phone 
6'i6-272a Ciller 6 p.m, ___ If
’~Trac. ron baie.
IWIM
NEW AND GOOD USED Fl, 
ATIOW PRICES,
SUV-lELL-TRADE
See our slw k of Wagon Wheels. 
Dtll'IUlSOrURNItURlI 
ANTIQUE SAt It 
lUTAKealIng Cross Rd. 
muit
prUes.DOORS, BC I lowest , Pre. 
bung Interlot, SI9,')0, solid exlerlor 
piehung, 119; ponelled doors, 139; 
PtHidboll Itx'k, $9,90; tloUl bl-lobls, 
tITOn CniHrtiln's Irirgesl »«l*fllfin
Write or phone lof bifihef In- 
(ntmolloni Wolkf' Door lid., 266- 
7211, 13(4 S.W, Marine Or., Von- 
lotivar, B.C, VEP or 9119-9/U. 
I5lt9 «nr.f»n Awe,: North VontOUver,
ti t v/h:ias, If
HUMMEL FIGURES and plotos; Royal
Dalton Figures and Toby Jugs also 
iMilitorio Swords,' Bayonets: Bodges 
ond Medols.~383-0405; 386-0911 ■ 1 B-tl
WAYNE’S WAGON WHEEL STORE, 
7174 West Soonlch Rd. Brentwood 
Boy, B.C. 652-3321. Buy - Sell - Trade. 
New - used Hems. j)
WE BUY used Color. TV’s (or CASH.l 
361-5622. 491
WANTED: GOOD USED TOYS for 
North Soonlch llromon's toy drive. 
Drop oil at N, Soonlch municipal boll 
at lire hall on Wain Rood on 
Tuesday nights aftQr7;30. For pick-up 
phone 656-5301. 4B
WANTED TO BUY by single mole I 
retiree, four dozen |ars or port I 
Ihorool ol home-grown vogoloblos, I 
fruits and preserves. Also 12 |ars oil 
llsh, oil kinds. Box 46-D, c/o Sidney I 
Review. 471
LADIES AND OENUEMEN, part end 
lull time hrdp rtoeded In Sidney ond 
Brentwood Area. Earn above 
ovorogo wngos. Phono4 7 8-9566 . 24-
Ij____ _________________
EARN $100 TO t200 In your spore 
time. Meal Inloresling people and 
show quality products. Choose your 
hours, For tlelolls write FULLER 
brush COMPANY, »205.|n99 
Wllllngdon Ave,, Burnoby, B.C. VSC 
9^°”* 294-1512. ^
kTnO. LOVING MOTirER WANTED to
look oll«r my l9-rno.-otd son, 
Mondays lo Fridays, Prelor non- 
smoker In Sidney oreo with children 
ol Ibo some oge, Phono 656-5106 
odor 6;30 p.m, ond weekends, 47 
$TAV-A-EtOAT marine rescue service 
tequiies voluulftors monitor Cb, 13 
CB to give greater covoroge (or 
Ixtcilers, Inlernsled base slallon 
opniolofs phono SAF Monllor Co- 
iualof 107 4/9-3507.47 
VOLUNTEERS n'eTdEdTo hoiiT with
(Hibllclly el new volunieer bureau In 
Sidney. L.g. posters logo, orilcles. 
TV, etc. Volunleers need give only 
(be omounl ol time they wish, Coll 
ShainiW»56-l21 47
PARTS “ptRSofr WANUD Im
iHlulpmenl (leoleishlp, Musi hoy* 
some knowledge a! form mor.hines, 
Solory $1,200 lo $1,600 depeiHlIng on 
experience. Conlocl D. Roberls, 
phone 392‘4032, Lake Clly Cenirol 
fr|ulpmonl, Williams Itiko, B.C, V20 
2X9,____ _________________ _UI
Ai>?UCAT'iONi WA"NTED"'(or a'd-
vaiUsing soles person with vrell- 
reiipecled community newspaper, 
Appllfonis must he sell-slorlers, 
experlencetl prelernhie but nql 
rnondulory, Apply In vrrIHng 
BCVCNA, Box 152, BOO-207 West 
Hasllngji 51., Vonrouver, B.C, V6B 
III/, slnllng oge, eilucallon, work 
expo^nte, relerentes, 47
wiicoMrwAoofTHAs ofTnTnoi
tor hoilesses In the Brenlwoed- 
ConirnI Snonlch oren. ll you tike 
meeting people, hove the use ol ocor 
cirirf n Ilexihle schedule, this perl- 
time job will be rewarillng ond 
prc,lll.zl>l* Telephone 50? 36(.7 t'f 
479 338$. \J
1 HlliruE ARMY RtQuiiiri a quolibiTsI
elecirltirin nnd drywallor (or lb* 
ildnayjireo.
cTi A N INO"1 Ao7’WArrTV'5,*C*'nl7a^






.Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention to all' 
orders. Phone 656-4754
j'2 LEFT. BRAND NEW Metol' 
newslonds. never used, set up for 15c 
but con be changed. Ideal for 
community newspapers. We hove 12 
of these newstands for sole at $100. 
.each. Write Times Printing and 
Publishing, 1422 Pembroke Ave., 
North Vancouver V7P 2S1 or phone 
980-7531 days. 922-7761 evenings. 13* 
Ai ■'
THE RIGHT PRODUCTS MAKE 
HOMEWORK ainrtdst easy. Find ours 
ert "Horne Care Clinic". Quality 
products, excellent ser/ice. Phone 
^6*5841 for information about 
Amway new customer party. 47 
BARTENDER'S; ^RVICES available. 




; “ t r uck w dh t r tien"cl ed n - u ps,
yards, garagef/-:bd'serhents, attics, 
gutters;'cleaned. Painting, cement 
: work;v rototllling, phdihsow- work, 
anything. $6 per, hour. 652*4137 after 
I 4 p.m.- 48
AN EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY for 
your children. For informotion on 
FRENCH IMMERSION SCHOOLING in 
SAANICH call 652*4330,652-5501. 47
WILL BABYSIT BY THE DAY at my 
home. Toys to ploy with. Phone 656* 
7653;, 47
ELECTRICAL JOBS DONE
renovations, additions,' dryer book* 
ups, etc. Call Brian 656*6656. 48
STUDENT WILL DO household jobs 
Friday afternoon and Soturdays. Mt. 







[Again available for 
Sidney and .surrounding 
district. .Good Work- I manship at reasonable 
prices.
1 Also excellent crews I available for larger jobs. 
656-3297
RESERVE NOW for. "Sportsman's 
Weekend" hunting and fishing, one 
room, two nights, $25, up to three 
persons at Solmon River Inn, 
Soyword. Tel. 282-3327. 48
MT. NEWTON HEIGHT subdivision of 
Haldon is private property and no 
unauthorized person is permitted to 
cut and remove trees and wood, 
stones, rock, soil or gravel. Anyone 
caught doing so will be charged by 
owner. The property is under sur­
veillance. Signed Property Manoger. 
50
38*tf
DIVORCE I $100 + filing fees. We
prepare your divorce papers over the 
phone — fast. For more information 
call THE LAW SHOPPE oi JACK D. 
JAMES. M.B.A*. toll-free 112-
000-663*3035 (in Vancouvor oreo coll 
687*2442). Chorgex ond Master- 
charge welcomed.  36*tf
Avon To buy or sell. call384.7345T
41 -tf _________________________
Unattached?
and fed up with the discos ond clubs 
ond the "Plastic" people you've been 
meeting???
If so. take the first step to social 





. See our television ods on Channels 5 
& 12. 36-13
TENDERS FOR INSURANCE 
REQUIREMENTS of the Corporation of 
the District of Central Saanich In­
cluding Fire and Liability are invited 
up to 4:00 p.m. Novem^r 30, 1979. 
Insurance coverage details may be 
obtained from the Municipal Hall, 






your own business from your own 
home in your own time. It's easy, it's 
fun. it's o challange. For more in­




The decision whether or 
not North Saanich council 
will co-host the annual 
RCMP auxiliary dinner will 
have to wait until the next 
council meeting.
Council referred the 
invitation to the finance 
committee without com­
ment.
The invitation came from 
Sidney council and included 
the equal sharing of the 
dinner costs between the 
two municipalities.
WANTED
Government Agency seeks House Rental 
Accomodation in Downtown Sidney. 
Three separate rooms plus reception are 
required. Long term lease available.
Please reply Box H9, Sidney Review 
Office, 9825 Third St.
PALS CHILD CENTRE LTD. Is
celebrating their new slide. Phone 
656*7822. 47
mm EVENTS
SHADY CREEK UNITED CHURCH, East 
Saanich Rd.. Fall Bazaar. Sat. Nov. 
24, 2 p.m. Enjoy a cup of tea and visit 
our crafts. Christmas boking and 
many interesting projects. 47
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR, Sidney Silver 
Threods, Fri., Nov. 30, 1*3:30 p.m. 
10030 Resthaven Dr. Admission free.
47; V';;:
VICTORIA SINGLES HAPPENING. 
November donee. Saturdoy, Nov.:24, ' 
Leonardo Do Vinci Centre.195 Boy Si/ 
9 to; 1 a.m. Designed for oges 25 to 
55. Admission by ticket only. Tickets 
at Hillside Mall box office. Phone474* 
2618 or 384*5789. - ; ' 47
ST. ANDREW'S MORNING GROUP 
Christmas bake sale ft coffee party. 
Saturday, Dec. 8. 10 o.m. • 12 noon.
4 8 ■
A CONCERT wilt be held in the 
Margaret Vaughan Birch Hall, 4th 
Street on Friday, November 23rd at 8 
o'clock; This wiil be given by tho SI. 
Andrew's Choir, and o collection will 
bo taken In aid of tho Orgon Fund. 47
LEEAL
INTERIOR DECORATING and Corpet 
business for sale in thriving south 
central B.C. community. Jock Lucke, 
Boundary Reo! Estote Ltd., Box 1540, 
Grand Forks, B.C. VQH IHO. Phone 
442*2124 . 47
EARN A SECOND INCOME. Learn 
income tox prporotion at home. For 
free brochure write U ft R Tax School, 
1345 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. R3C 1K2, No obligation. 47 
FULL OR PART-TIME: Couples bnd 
individuals for business of your own. 
Local Amway distributors trains you • 
for splendid opportunity. Phone 656* 
5841. 47
Ideal Xmas Gift 
For The 
Whole Family:
one 13’ Pfaymar Shuffieboard
As new, never been used 
includes various games
o»,/535“
Phone John At 656-1151 or 656-6466 eve.
n
OBITUARIES
TYPING DONE IN MY HOMI.
Roosoualilc ruluz. Ptott>p( sun/lco, 
Lollort, tlotemonls, monuu-rlplt, 
ulc, Phono Delortiz ol 6$2-362l or 
65'J-I649. 2B-lt




CUTTERS RENEWED. Cunllnuuui 
sonnilim nhunlnun: gutlor* nnd 
iloMnpi|Hii. OIrlu country liniliicntan, 
4/11'Wtl. ,
topping" Tno^fTiun ' TRii’s. 
Cloon-up, tree #»llma(n», Coll .385- 
747l,(il(Br6p,m anil.760/, 39 tl
HANDYMAN. Sinoll nppllontei, 
leuky (auf*ly, hroken lotif eniU, etc. 
No lob loo »moll. Fair price. Oeorg* 
McConnell, 9012 Reclbovan Drive. 
(Zi6-7670,
'it'oT6vATrN(r''';“.'''’’Timi'ir |>ow*rlul 
ipoihlne (or otIoblUInxI gotileni, 
Bub Moftnuin; 656 4777. 3/ll
197J TOYOTA CORONA, $I..W. 656- 
(.579, 4*
MoTT"~PHAiE'l of ttmJniilnd cin-l 
Innibcoplng olio gonlni: tln*lqn, 




Mnnrloyi, l!4S lo 4t30 p.m, 
Appolnlmenli only. Phone656.1347,
 
NOTICE TO CMDITORt 
In the moller ol the I'llnie ot Alice 
Madeline Clarke, formerly ol 103751 
Heilhaven Drive, Sidney, Brlllihl 
Columbia, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
ihoi the credlion and other* bovlnoj 
clolmi ogrrlnil llet etiole ol the I 
obov# named deceatud or* hereby I 
requited lo lend them to Sydney j 
Smith Penny, ol iFBOJ-SOSO While 
Birch Roori. Sklney, Briliih Columbia i 
on or belote the 36lh day ol I 
December, 1979. niter which dal* the 
eaecuior will dlilrlbut* lb* «old 
eilule omcing Ihe ixicllet entitled 
therein hovlnq o reqnrd only In Ih* I 
clulm* ot which they then hove | 
nolle*.
Sydney Smtih Penny 
Execulor.
(lyhli Sollcllor
MkiSHS HINILY A NOHlklSON 
' Bcirilileii tSollcllbt*
3456 Beocon Avenue 
Sidney.BilHihColumhio ___ ^ 49
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS
In the mEitter of the Estate 
of Alice Madeline Clarke, 
formerly of 10275 
Resthaven Drive, Sidney, 
British Columbia. NOTICE 
IS HEREBY GIVEN that 
the creditors and others 
having claims against the 
estate of the above named 
deceased are hereby 
required lo .send them to 
Sydney Smith l^enny, of 
lim-2050 While Birch 
Rond, Sidney, British 
Columbia on or before the 
26tli day of December, 
1979, after which date the 
executor will distribute the 
said csiiue among the 
itics entlllcd thereto, 
having a regard only to the 
claims of which they ihDii 
have not ice.
Sydney Smith Penny 
Executor
By his Solicitor 
MESSRS. HENLEY & 
ROBERTSON >
Barristers & Solicitors 
2456 Beacon Avenue 
dney, British Columbia 
4 9
BEDDOES — In Saanich Peninsula . 
Hospital, on rhiov. 17, 1979, Mr.
GordonRonald Beddoes, aged 45 
years. Born in Bentley, Alta., late 
residence , 9455 Maryland Drive; 
Sidney. v.B.C.. He Jeaves his loving 
wife, Joan; one son, Jeff;; one '» 
daughter; Cathy, oil ot home; mother . 
and father, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard 
Beddoes, of Penticton; 3 brothers, 
Leonard, of Bentley, Alta., Harry, of 
Comano, Wash., Norman, of Creston, 
B.C.: 2 sisters, Louise Fraser, of 
Mission, B.C. and Edna Edwards, of 
Coquitlam. B.C. , ,
Services wilt be held at 2 p.m. 
Wednesdoy, Nov. 21, 1979 at St. 
Andrew’s Anglican Church, 9686 ' 
Third St., Sidney, the Rev. Robert 
Sonsom officioting.' 47
TALIMAN — Stanley L.. of North 
Vancouver, and formerly of 9600 2nd 
St.. Sidney. B.C. Peacefully at homo 
on Nov, 14, 1979, aged 65 years. 
Survived by his loving fomily, wife, 
Dorothy; daughters, Bonnie Balloy, of 
Winnipeg, Sherri Richmond, of 
Voncouvor; son, Stanley Ross, of 
North Vancouvor; brothers, Dick, of 
Pender Island,' Gordon, of West 
Voncouvor; sister, Lillian Stephens, 
of Scarborough, ,Onl.: and his 
grandchildren. 47
MILNE -- David J.A,. ol Sidney, B.C. 
on Nov. 6, 1979. Survived by his wife, 
Cotherlno; sisters, Lllllas M.l. and 
Grace (Mrs, Gordon Boll); olso one 








lOST IRIIH BITTER - 8 yeor* old. 
Antwer* In name ol Ben, Reword 
656-3151 oiler 6ji,m__ _ ____
vimm mmmmn
UEED DOMINION UPRiaitT onk pinno 
iwrelinnt m»(.btink(il condition ond
tiiiiii: Piitiuirl, (It .lUikuiS, $1315,
lonn Co|>*l(inil Mu*l( Cenite, 653> 
4913,
Pt«l*t(lnnel Mutle InilrutTlen «n 
orgatt, pteno, gMlIer end eccereten, 





Monday: 10 a.m. dance 
for fnn, quilting, billiards; 
noon, lunch; 12:30 p.m. 
ceramics; 1:30 p.m, swim 
club; 2 p.m. films, Death of 
a Legend; 7:30 p.m. bingo, 
Tuesday; 9:30 a.m, 
lapidary; 10 a.m. 
Serenaders practice, 
painting; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m, whist, crochet, 
painting; 7 p.nr, shuf* 
flcboard and games night, 
Wednesday: 10 a.m, 
novelt ies; noon, hot dinner;
1 p.m. discussion group, 
Royal I.ondon Wax 
Museum; 2 p.m. eoncert, 
McQuillan Brothers; 7:30 
p.m. duplicate bridge. ' 
Tliuisday: 9:30 a.m. 
lapidary; 10 a.m. weaving, 
carpet bowfing; noon, 
Innclt; 1 p.rn. bridge, 
dressmaking, weaving; 7 
p.m. crib,
lYiday: U) a,nr. bead-s, 
senior ceramics, quilting, 
keep fit; noon, lunclr; I to 
3:30 p.m. Chrislmas Imzaar 
- Nov, 30; 7 p.m, evening 
I cards.
Saturday anil Sunday 
open 1 lo 4 p.m. for drop- 
ins, Christmrts dinner 
lickcts on sale at the desk; 
Christ mas dinner dance — 
ivc; R; New Year’:;' Eve 
dinner and dance — tickets 
on sale at the desk.
Crossword Courtesy Of
THE BOOKWORM




ACROSS 32. Plorco 
I, St0(3 •3'^'
6, Tramverr.0 Oaliaivilvor






















































9, Spanish llllo 





22, Had lioon 






33 Typo of dog 
36, Trf.i'.irol frvilt 









































All typo* of brick ond block work, 
now flroplocos or ropotr your old 
ono — no job too imoll.
SERVICE V;ORK 
A SPECIALTY 




*22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 
































Fence Posts, Digging, 50 
in. Rotovator. Prompt, 
Courteous Service.
656-1748 I
WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT










Hour or by Contract. 













“Big or small . 
we will do them all”



































BACK FILLING •— LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES














2453 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
























Rotovating & Levelling 



















8520 LOCHSIDE DR. 656-2015
General Services
APEX STEEL LTD.
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING 8 WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 






RON SHEARER ~ 656-5077 




Renovations r Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 









1864 John Rd. 
656-2691








Who has a key to your door?
Keys Missing? - 








SAM "The” Roofer I











To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 




Marine, Auto & Safety Glois 
Window Olosi-Mirrors . 
Windshields Installed 






FRIDGES, STOVES, : 
; DISHVYASHERS/. ' 















Govornmsnt cerlHIed technician 
with 35 year* oxporlonce in 


















Now specializing in | 
finishing carpentry, ■ 
cabinets and buili-ins, * 
rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
additions —• no job loo | 
small. I
Uenovnie and Save
ROY’S AI.I.IIAY MARINE .SERVICES LTD. 










Mon. -Sat. B;(X) a.m. - 5:00p,m.
CALL ERIC 
656-4117




















Stool 8 Aluminum Mig Welding, 




REPAIRS AND TUNE-UPS, 
LAWNMOWERS, ROTOTILLEfiS 
AND OUTBOARDS 
We buy old and sell rocon- 
dilloned lawnmowers, etc, Froo 





Duct work. Chimneys, 






A & B BOAT TOPS







































Sidney, B.C, Phene 554-5170
H 10134 McDonald % 
B ParkRd, fl
" 656-7277 J















PROFESSIONAL DRYCLEANINO A LAUNDRY SFRVtCE 
1 WEEK ON SUEDE & LEATHER CLEANING 
« SPECIALIZING IN ’
nq tailoring, dressmaking 
j f f' REPAIRS, alterations ETC.
[M 7l2(IW.Siiuiiii'I.R(l,
vi III The Bri'iilwOlid Village Siiinire
------ 1------- 1------- 1------- 1, , ,
THE square
By HELEN LANG
I have just spoken to the department of agriculture, 
and they have confirmed my fears. Those nondescript 
moths, pale brown in color, that are seen flying in 
clouds in the evenings the past while, are “winter 
moths” . . . those terrible creatures that cause so much 
damage in the spring when their progeny hatch, and eat 
every leaf on your trees if given the opportunity.
Now is the time to do what you can to prevent the 
female moths (which are wingless) from climbing up 
your trees and laying their eggs.
1 mentioned “Tanglefoot” in last week’s column, 
that sticky substance that you smear in a sLx-inch wide 
band around your trees ... further reading on the 
subject suggests that two bands of “Tanglefoot” 
around the trunk is better than only the one, and 
periodically during the winter you should go out and stir 
up the surface of the “Tanglefoot” band, as it tends to 
harden, giving the pests a firmer fooling as they climb.
I have had some regrettable experiences with this 
gluey stuff, which adheres not only to the trunk of the 
trees, but also to coats, pants and hair, and believe me it 
is not easy to remove. For this reason I suggest that you 
apply the bands about a foot or so above the soil, higher 
seems unnecessarily hazardous.
Herb Drew, of West Saanich Road, grows very 
beautiful chrysanthemums, and his suggestion for 
winterizing your prize plants is to cut them down to 
almost ground level, move the plants into one row, and 
dig them in, close together.
Next you drive four (or more) stakes at the ends of the 
row, and cover the plants with a plastic roof about two • 
or three feet above their heads. He also makes a plastic 
skirting around the base of the chrysanthemums, feeling 
that this gives them added protection from the things he 
regards as their worst enemies, raiti and slugs.
He treats, the slugs to a steady diet of slug bait, 
concealed from the birds by shingles or pots tipped 
slightly.
Another sugge,stion that came our way this week was 
one offered by a M. Chimko, of Victoria, and it con­
cerns patio pots. He and his wife cover their pots with
indoor-outdoor carpet to match the decor of their patio.
This appeals to me, because it not only makes aplain 
pot look attractive, but it also serves to keep; the frost ' 
from attacking your plants during a cold spell. ^
For those of you who have el gardener bit yoiir y 
Christmas list, perhaps a few suggestions are In oi^er. ? !
What aboLit a really good set of trbwels,^y plus a : 
digging fork? If you are feeling expensive, throw in a ^ 
pair of gardening gloves. What about an espeCiallyi 
good pruning tool, called “secateurs” . , . (can’t tell 
you“why”). ' ^
y You might concoct a collection of small items for an 
indoor gardener,; perhaps some “20-20-20” or sbnie 
“Miracle-Gro’’ plus a bottle:of Vermiculite, some 
charcoal (keeps the soil sweet) v . . there are lots of 
small items, all a delight to someone who cares about 
plants, and not just the same old gift of a tie or a pair of 
ill-fitting socks. ,
For about the same price you could give someone 
special a nice shrub, a small tree, a pot of bamboo, a 
collection of herbs, a fruit tree or a couple of rose 
bushes. If you want to spend a little more, there are 
always the ornamental flowering trees, which are just 
spectacular in the spring.
Perhapsabox of bulbs would appeal to you? Itwould 
be late to plant them, but in this country, the blooming 
period would only be later for this year, and from then 
on, they would blossom when their earlier planted 
rclativesdo.
Perhaps someone you care about has just moved into 
a new house, for them why not a tree, or ' a 
rhododendron, or a magnolia . . . something they will 
have always. 0
The ultimate gift for a true-blue gardener, and it 
would have to be someone that you know well, probably 
quite well, would be a load of manure. You can’t very 
well gift-wrap it, but even a card, a sort of “gift ccr- 
tificale", hung on the tree would be a thrill for someone 
who gardens in earnest, I have n couple of names and 
telephone numbers for any of you who might be in- 
•ercslcd.
Horse manure, nnd some of the best that I have ever 
seen is sold by Roy Allan, telephone 652-3890. He can 
deliver on request.
Cow manure, something that becomes harder and 
linrdcr to (Tiid, is available, but not immediately because 
the ground is so wet, from G. Alyard iclcphonc 656- 
1955. Beautiful stuffl ,
My last suggestion is: Why not have a live Chrlstnin,s 
tree this year? Wc put in a live tree some five Christ* 
itinscs ago, on a cold and wintry day in January.. . it 
was tin Ausirinn pine, and now it siunds, majestically, 




With only 11 seconds to 
go in an exciting game last 
Saturday, Mike Alexander, 
of Sidney Bakery, scored 
the lying goal to end the
game in a seven-all lie 
against Ellehammer 




I iAl* twAw* j■
riwKSH <::,4>.pi;,M'Tk:.Y 
cAt’.iwfLT''-. cf' I'-'I'-M* Tut-f-




• «E..HTKINtJ ™ I ELUNG
• ON SIGHT A SPECIALTY
• AIWUSTA VOICE IIAMMEItS
ACTION .i SOUND MlRViCU TO
PUBLIC- TEACHERS,
SCHOOl., Ol- MUSIC, CI.UBSA CHUHCHES 
6950 WALLACE DR., BRENTWOOD BAY














Alio Hmillqg, Will <l•llv•r on» lo 
llir«« yord* ol lond or o(OY*l,
656 567}
'3I(55-77S5
Toth i»ll *tflploy»tl ireKtanriitft 
will (Hklimni* Fompaiiilvaly ~ 









NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING
The Council has been inviicd to make n sub- 
mission 10 a Tourist Forum sponsored by the 
Provincial CJovcrnmcnt which is carrying out a 
study of tourism in British Columbia under gn 
agreement with the Federal Govcrnmeril. 
However, Council wishes to obtain Input from 
the public on the future of tourism In thla area, 
and for iliis purpose a public meeting will be held 
oh Wednesday, November 28th, 1975> in the 
rouncll Chfimbtrs, Town Hall, 7;30 p.m. 
public i.s cordially inivlted to attend and make Its 
view on Ihe subject known to Council for sub­
sequent presenimion td Ihe scnloTgovcrnrncni, „
v: t,
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Rotary Anns
Sidney Rotary Anns held 
a successful bring-and-buy 
sale recently at the home of 
Mrs. Mardi Dobson, with 
proceeds going to the club’s 
welfare fund.
President Mrs. Betty 
Deltombe welcomed a 
guest, Akemi Koida, a 
Rotary exchange student 
from Japan. A letter was 
received from Mrs. Doreen 
Chapman of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, listing
books purchased for the 
hospital library from a 
donation presented by the 
club.
A member reported 
Christmas raffle tickets 
vyere selling well and could 
still be obtained from 
Rotary Anns.
Arrangements were made 
for the club’s Christmas 
party which will be held at 
the home of Mrs. Edna 
Bowles Dec. 13.
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ira Hours: 11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Mon.-Sat. 
gawm 11 a.m. - Mid. Sundays






Recent paintings by artist Karl Spreitz can be seen in an exhibition at 
Maple Gallery, located at Keating X Road and West Saanich Road. 
Spreitz will be at the gallery between 2 and 5 p.m. Saturday. The 

























20% OFF on all IP’s, Tapes and Posters.
Wide selection of Sanyo Clock radios, portable 
radios & cassette recorders, Sanyo TV’s available 
on request.
Sale ends Sat. Nov. 24,1979
I Town Square - 2405 Beacon Ave. 656-7522
CLOVERDALE
Faint ti Paper
Wives of three successful candidates in Central Saanich municipal 
election, left, Mrs. Dick Sharpe, Mrs. Frank Waring and Mrs, Percy 
Lazarz, were glad it all was over when results came in Saturday 
night. ‘‘Things can now go back to normal, "said Mrs. Lazarz.
Input wanted on tourism study: %
Weight loss irr cutting, boning and trimming will Increase the priced 
/perpound.^ •' -
Mon.-Thur. 8-5 p.m.; Fri. 8-6 p.m.; Closed Sat. & Sun.
Anyone who is interested in 
promoting tourism in Sidney or who has 
some views on the subject should attend 
a meeting in council chambers at 7:30 
;;;;p.m.'Nov. 28.i."■
Council has been asked to submit because it needs input. iM^^ 
views on tourism in Sidney at a Deci S mission, 
meeting in Victoria, as an aid to a
tourism study. tourism we will haVe to take advantage
“can just appear and discuss tourism,” 
Mayor Norma Sealey said. ; '
But if you don’t get an: invitation, 
cduncil wll still be pleased if you turn 
up and" say your piece on tourism.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
Council’s committee of the whole 
decided Monday night to send special 
invitations to certain local groups to 
appear in chambers Nov. 28 at which 
time council will be pleased to receive 
either written submissions or people
of our greatest natural feature - the 
waterfront,” Aid. Ross Martin said.
It was necessary to give people access 
to the waterfront and to improve it, he 
said. “And it will cost money.”
RUSSELL KEiR
FURNACE & STOVE OIL
★ LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
★ LOCAL BILLING
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
★ BURNER SERVICE
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North Saanich council 
referred a request Monday 
night from the Sidney Teen 
Activity Group for a grant 
of $1,000 to its finance 
committee.
In a letter to council, 
STAG chairman Russell 
Flower said the group has 
been serving the youth of 
the peninsula since 1974.
Flower said the group has 
one full-time co-ordinator 
dealing exclusively with 
young people in Sidney and 
North Saanich through its 
clubhouse and outreach 
programs,
In speaking on the 
subject. Aid. Eric Sher­
wood said STAG “is a 





The warm greeting of 
your Welcome Wagon 
hostess with "The Most 
Famous Basket in tho 
World" will introduce 
you to our community 
and .start you on tho 
way toward now and 
lasting friend.ships.








Mr, «St Mrs. Cockburn state they did 
not give their permission for their 
names to be used in an advertisement 
which ran in the Nov. 14 issue of The 
Sidney Review, and which offered u 
list of names in support of Eric 
Sherwood, who ran in the mayoralty 
race in North Saanich.
Ideal Xmm Gift 
For The 
Whole Family:
one 13' Playmar Shuffieboard
Aid new, never been used 
Includes various games
Onl, *535“












9768 « ith St. 6S6-3975 
Open Sundays 10 a,m.-4 p.m. '
ThI, WMk's spoclol l< avallabis ot oil 20 Clovordolo Point n' 
Pop«r iocatlona In B.C.
EFFECTIVE SALE DATES^ NOV. 19
7154 W. SAANICH RD.
BRENTWOOD BAY







FRESH THIN CUT FAST FRY
PORK CHOPS
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